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The paper deals with an inplementation of a class of explicit three-
step Runge-Kutta methods for the numerical solution of initial value pro-
blems for systems of ordinary differential equations. The systems we have 
in mind do originate from parabolic partial differential equations by ap-
plying the method of semi-discretization. The underlying schemes are sta-
bilized and of first and second order. The number of function evaluations 
per step varies between two and twelve. The implementation is provided 
with steplength, error and order control. A FORTRAN version of the implemen-
tation is available. Numerical results of this FORTRAN program, applied to 
two semi-discretized problems, are reported. 
KEYWORDS & PHRASES: Numerical analysis, Parabolic partial differential 
equations, Senn-discretization, Implementation of 
time integrators. 
This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere 

l • INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the implementation of a class of explicit 
methods to be used for the time integration of semi-discretized parabolic 
partial differential equations. The semi-discretized system of ordinary 
differential equations is supposed to be in the autonomous form 
(1.1) y'=f(y). 
An important property, possessed by the major part of semi-discretized 
parabolic systems, is that the spectrum of the Jacobian matrix, say J(y), 
is almost real, i.e. the eigenvalues are situated in a long narrow strip 
around the negative axis of the complex plane. This property is essential 
for the implemented class of methods. Therefore it must be assumed that 
the problems, to which our time integrator is applied, possess this 
property. 
At the present time many numerical methods exist for solving time de-
pent partial differential equations (see RIGHTMYER & MORTON [8]). When deal-
ing with more than one dimension, the greater part of these methods are 
not so easy to apply and can only efficiently be implemented for narrow 
classes of problems. As a consequence, the development of mathematical soft-
ware for wide classes of linear, and also non-linear, partial differential 
equations is still in a very early state (see SINCOVEC & MADSEN [11] for a 
list of references). This is in direct contrast to the development in the 
field of ordinary differential equations (see e.g. SHAMPINE & GORDON [10]). 
Very capable software exists for wide classes of non-linear ordinary differ-
ential equations. By way of the method of semi-discretization, we can make 
use of the developments in this field (e.g. steplength and error control) 
for the implementation of a time integrator. 
In this connection stabilized, explicit integration formulas are suit-
ed, because of the fact that these formulas, when used in conjunction with 
semi-discretization, are easy to apply, and can be implemented for wide 
classes of linear and non-linear problems in one and more dimensions. The 
only mathematical restriction, to be posed for parabolic problems, is that the 
2 
spectrum of the Jacobian of the semi-discretized system is almost real. 
A practical restriction, with respect to the application of such methods, 
may arise when the spectral radius of J(y) is extremely large. In spite of 
the relatively large stability boundaries, the methods are then forced to 
integrate with very small steps, which may result in an excessive runtime. 
In such a situation it may be preferable to use an implicit method, which 
is unconditionally stable (see RIGHTMYER & MORTON [8]). 
The integrator discussed is based on three-step Runge-Kutta formulas 
of order one and two. These formulas are stabilized with respect to the 
real boundary of absolute stability. In fact, the stability regions are 
long narrow strips around the negative axis of the complex plane. The sta-
bilization of the formulas is achieved by using extra evaluations of the 
function f per integration step. The number of function evaluations may 
vary between two and twelve. The analysis and construction of the formulas 
is discussed in VERWER [14]. In section 2 of this paper we shall give a 
short review of the theoretical aspects. Section 3 is devoted to the actual 
implementation. In this section simple mechanisms for the steplength, error 
and order control are discussed. In section 4 we discuss M3RK which is a 
FORTRAN program based on the implementation discussed in section 3. The 
last section of this paper is devoted to a discussion of some numerical 
results obtained with M3RK. 
Finally it should be noted that an ALGOL 60 version of an implementa-
tion of stabilized, explicit one-step Runge-Kutta methods (cf. VAN DER 
HOUWEN [13])has already been given by BEENTJES [6]. 
2. THE CLASS OF INTEGRATION FORMULAS 
In this section we shortly discuss the underlying class of methods. 
The analysis and construction of the formulas is extensively discussed in 
VERWER [14,15,16], where one can also find further references. 




Yn+ 1 = (1 -b . ) y + b . y l + c . hf ( y · l ) + J n J n- J n-
J = 1 , ••• ,m, 
dy (m) + ( 1 d) · ~ 2 Yn+I = n+I - Yn-2' m ' n=2,3, •••• 
The vector y denotes the approximation to the analytical solution y(x) at 
n 
x = x. The points x., j = n-2, •.• ,n+I, denote the reference points of the 
n J 
three-step formula and h denotes the steplength, i.e. h = x 1 - x. In the n+ n 
present section his supposed to be constant. For the application of (2.1) 
•, 
the additional starting vectors y1 and y2 must be given. Formula (2.1) is 
called a three-step formula of degree m, m being the number of function 
evaluations per integration step. 
When applied to the scalar test-model 
(2.2) y' = oy, 
scheme (2.1) yields the linear recurrence relation 
(2.3) Y 1 = dS(z)y + dP(z)y l + (1-d)y 2 , n+ n n- n- · 
3 
where S(z) and P(z) are polynomials of degree min z =ho.The stability of 
method (2.1) depends on the parameter d and the coefficients of the stabili-
ty polynomials Sand P. We have implemented schemes of order p = 1 and 
p = 2, with degree m satisfying 2 ~ m ~ 12. The corresponding polynomials 
Sand Pare such that the absolute stability regions contain a long narrow 






where s1(m) denotes the real boundary of absolute stability for the p-th 
order scheme of degree m. For real eigenvalues, the extrema of the amplifi-
cation factors of (2.3) are bounded by about 0.9 in the stability interval. 
Because of this we have a strong damping for the higher harmonics. 
The integration parameters of (2.1) are expressed in the parameter d 
and the coeffic:ients of Sand P. 
4 
They are determined in such a way that the principal local truncation error, 
LTE say, is: given by (see VERWER [14]) 
p 
LTE 1 "' C h2 (2\ ) 2 y xh' c2 "' I • 27, 
(2.5) 3 (3) 
LTE2 "' c3h y (xn)' c3 "' 0.44. 
Observe that LTE does not depend on m. For p = 1,2 and m = 2, ... ,12, the 
p 
coefficients s. of Sand p. of Pare given in VERWER [14]. The parameters 
l. l. 
b., c. and A. are given by 
J J J 
b = Po, m 
( I 
I 
- 2p 2s 3 ) 
l 1 2 ·- zPo)(pl + 2p3 + - (2 + 4P0) 2 
C = 
2p2 2p3 2s3 
, 
m 2 + pl - + + 
A I 
I 
= - 2Po - C ' m m 
b. = O, J = I , ••• , m-2 , 
J 
(2.6) 
pl - C 
b m = m-1 A 
m 
pm + ·1 -· J c. = 
J s m + - J 
j = I , ••• ,m-2, 
P2 
= C 
m-1 A m 
s 
m + - .J A. = 
J s m - J 






The parameter d 1.s independent of m and is given by 
(2. 7) d 1.375, p = I, d 0. 775, p 2. 
5 
Finally we mention the concept of internal stability. Because of the 
relatively large degree and relatively large stability boundaries, we have 
to deal with an accumulation of rounding errors which appears per integra-
tion step. Especially for the higher degree formulas it can easily reduce 
the local accuracy. For a formula of degree m this accumulation is approxi-
mately governed by a so-called internal stability function, say cl:t (z), 
which is a strongly increasing polynomial of degree m - 1 Let o denote the 
spectral radius. The__g_ the accumulation is generally under control if we adjust the 
steplenr;th hand the degree m to the so-called internal stability condition 
(2.8) 
[p] o- (ho (J (y ) ) ) :,; 
'ID.·- I n 
maximal local truncation 
arithmetic precision 
In the progrrun we shall use the values Q[pt (S (m)). For future reference, 
[I] m- p 
the values ~--I (S 1 (m)) are listed in table 2.1. The values for the second 
order schemes, which are used in the program, are defined by 
q;:i (S2(m)) == 102 cl~i (Sl(m)). 
m 2 3 4 5 
Table 2.1 
6 7 8 9 
The values Q[l] (S 1(m)). m-1 
I I 12 
Finally we note that scheme (2.1) needs six arrays of storage. For the 
actual implementation discussed in the next section we also use six arrays. 
3. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THREE-STEP RUNGE-KUTTA FORMULAS 
When integrating time dependent partial differential equations by using 
the method of semi-discretization there arise two types of discretization 
errors, viz. the error due to the spatial discretization and the error due 
to the time integration. In general the first error can not be controlled. 
To our opinion it is nevertheless useful to supply a method for the time 
6 
integration with various control mechanisms, if possible. By doing this 
one relieves: the task of the user of such an integrator. To support this 
opinion we make the following observation. Our methods are conditionally 
stable. When applied to a non-linear system, it may then happen that a sud-
den instability arises because of an increase of the spectral radius. When 
a method is supplied with error and steplength control, such a sudden in-
stability is immediately detected and the steplength is decreased. 
The most widely applied implementation technique for linear multistep 
methods is nowadays the Nordsieck technique (see GEAR [SJ). This technique 
makes it is very easy to realize error, steplength and also order control. 
Compared with a Lagrange implementation, i.e. an implementation where the 
y- and y'-values are stored, a Nordsieck implementation is less efficient 
for large systems because of the higher overhead costs. Therefore we prefer 
the Lagrange implementation for our formulas. As we have to deal with a 
low order and with three-step formulas, this yields no particular problems. 
The greater part of the ideas we apply are well known and extensively 
discussed in the literature (see e.g. GEAR [5] and SHAMPINE & GORDON [IO]). 
We shall therefore omit details where possible, but still observe that (as 
usual) most of the ideas we apply are based partly on theoretical arguments, 
and partly on heuristics. 
3.1. THE START OF THE PROCESS 
The two additional starting vectors y 1 and y 2 are computed by means of 
a one-step Runge-Kut ta scheme of order p = 2, which is also formulated as a 
three-step scheme by introducing zero-parameters. It is obtained from (2.1) 
by putting 
(3. I) d=I, b.=c.=O, ;\.=r l ./r ., 
J J J m+ -J m-J 
J=l, ... ,m; 2$m$J2, 
where r., j ,= 0, •.. ,m, denote the coefficients of the corresponding m-th 
J 
degree stability polynomial, say R • For m= 2 this polynomial is given by 
2 m 
R2 (z) = l + z + h . For 3 $ m:::; 12 this polynomial is chosen equal to the stab-
ilized polynomial R( 2) given by VAN DER HOUWEN [13, table 2.6.7']. The 
m 
extrema Of ~R{Z) 1-·n 1-·ts 1 . 1 f b 1 b'l' ( ~s ( ) 0) m rea 1-nterva o a so ute sta 1- 1-ty, say - 2 m, , 
are bounded by O .95. Observe that for m = 2 no specific damping properties 
are imposed. Form= 2 the absolute stability boundary is 2. For convenie!."!ce 
we approximate the boundaries s2 (m) with 
7 
(3.2) 3 m • 
If m I 12, these approximations are slightly smaller than the true boundaries 
of R'.C 2>. 
m 
The internal stability behaviour of the starting schemes is roughly the 
same as that of the three-step schemes. In particular, the values given in 
table (2.1) hold for the starting schemes. 
In order to start the process we need an initial steplength, say ht • s art 
This initial steplength should be related to the local tolerance, say T0L, 
which is specified by the user. We estimate hstart as follows. Let o0 =o(J(y0)), 
o denoting the spectral radius, be given (if o0 is not available, it is 
estimated by the program as outlined in section 3.5). Let 11 • D denote the 
divided Euclidean norm (i.e. Euclidean norm divided by the square root of 
the number of components). The idea is now to estimate ! 0 - 2y(2)(x) 
2 0 0 
which represents the last Taylor term taken into account by the actual 
start formula, obtained with stepsize o~1 • By relating this conser-
vative estimation of the principal local truncation error of the start 
formula with TOL, we reasonably obtain a safe estimation of ht t· s ar 




n t = T0L + T0L * II y 0 II , 
(3.4) 
It is observed that in the root formula (3.3), which is used to extra-
polate a new stepsize(cf. GEAR [5],p.156), the estimation of 
I -2 (2) 
2°0 y (xo) is multiplied by 200 to obtain an extra safety margin. 
In order to obtain absolute stability at the start of the process, 
theinitial steplength must satisfy the stability condition 
(3 .5) 
8 
where m denotes the maximal degree allowed with respect to internal 
max 
stability. The estimation of o0 and m is discussed in section 3.5. max 
If hstart does not satisfy (3.5), we put hstart = b(mmax)/s0 • 
If hstart does not satisfy (3.5), we put hstart = s2(mmax)/o0 , 
3.2. ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF THE LOCAL ERROR 
For the error control we use the local truncation error which is esti-
mated by LTE (see(2.5)). For the estimation of LTE, p= 1,2, we apply the 
p p 
simple interpolation formulas (n > 2) 
(3.6) 
- 2y + y I J, c2 n n- = l C 2 - 2' 
where, according to the definition of LTEP' Yn-l and yn_2 are assumed to be 
approximations of a sufficiently high order to a local analytical solution 
at the points xn-l and xn_2 , respectively. 
The error criterion which is to be performed after each n-th integra-
tion step, n > 2, is the mixed criterion 
(3. 7) IILTE II s TOL + TOL * lly 111, p n+ 
where TOL stands for a user specified tolera9ce parameter and 11,11 denotes 
the divided Euclidean norm. If (3.7) is satisfied the integration step is 
accepted, otherwise rejected. 
During the start of the process, i.e. if n = 1,2, no error control is 
performed. This is justified by the conservative estimation of the initial 
steplength. If the third step fails however, all results are rejected and 
the process is restarted with h = h/10. 
3.3. CHANGING THE STEPLENGTH 
Before discussing the estimation and control of the steplength we first 
mention how we realize the change. Our integration formulas (2.1) are 
9 
developed for a fixed steplength. This means ·changing stepsize must be han-
dled apart. In a Nordsieck implementation, changing stepsize is an inter-
polation-extrapolation process (see GEAR [5]). We also use interpolation-
extrapolation to determine the new y-values. 
Leth and ah denote the old and new steplength, respectively. The new 
values of yn-l and yn_2 are then interpolated or extrapolated by means of 
the quadratic formula 
where a= a and a= 2a, respectively. Formula (3.8) is applied for p = I 
and p = 2. The error introduced by (3.8) is of order three and is ignored 
at the estimation of LTE2 . 
Applying (3.8) too frequently may lead to severe instabilities. There-
fore we also use the rule of thumb: after a change of hat least 4 steps 
are performed with h fixed, provided a step is not rejected. We return to 
this point in the next section. The new values of y' are not computed by 
n-1 
means of interpolation or extrapolation, but by using the derivative func-
tion f(y)~ To our experience this leads to a more stable process of step-
length changing. 
3.4. ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF THE STEPLENGTH AND ORDER 
The new steplength ah is estimated using the well known root formula. 
-Let a be defined by 
(3.9) a = 
Then we put 
(3. IO) a = 







= I , 
= 2. 
p+l 
The factors 2.5 and 1.3 are to provide a conservative estimate. In order to 
prevent marginal changes the change is not performed when 0.9 <a< I.I. 
Moreover, in order to prevent an excessive decrease or increase of the step-
length, a is bounded by 0.1 and 3.0, respectively. Because of the factors in 
(3.10), a decrease of the steplength is not necessarily due to a step failure. 
The estimate of a is made when a step fail_s or at least 4 steps have 
been performed after the last change. Because of the fact that repeated 
rejections may be caused by severe errors, the process is interrupted if 
this happens three times in succession. After this interruption we make a 
restart as described in section 3.1. 
Our formulas are explicit and thus conditionally stable. Therefore the 
steplength his always bounded by 
(3.11) h (p) = 8(m ) / cr, 
max max 
h (p) being the maximal steplength with respect to absolute stability. max 
In (3.11), 8(m ) stands for e1(m ), e2(m ) or s2(m ). max max max max 
Next we mention the implemented order control which is very simple 
and based on the fact that,in general,the steplength is bounded by stability 
requirements. As already observed the process is always started with a 
second order one-step scheme and a second order three-step scheme. 
During the process h normally increases until h = h (2). If h reaches this max 
value, 4 steps are performed with the second order scheme and h = hmax(2), 
provided no step failure occurs. Then, a is estimated for p = I. If this 
particular a< I.I, the process is continued with h = h (2) and the current max 
second order scheme. Otherwise the process is continued with a first order 
scheme, but, as a matter of caution, with h = h (2). Then, the next time max 
a is estimated, his allowed to increase while p = 1. This specific check for 
an order decrease is made every four steps, provided h = h (2). max 
If during a first order integration h becomes smaller than h (2), p max 
is reset to 2. It is observed that an order increase is not necessarily 
due to a step failure. 
3.5. ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF THE DEGREE AND SPECTRAL RADIUS 
In order to control the propagation of local errors per integration 
step we want to satisfy condition (2.8). This is achieved by putting 
m s m , m being the maximal degree of the schemes, which satisfies (see table 2. I) max max 
(3. I 2) Q[p](S (m)) ~ TOL m-1 p arithmetic precision 
For the three-step schemes m thus depends on p; there holds m (2) ~ max max 
m (I). The maximal degree for the starting scheme is chosen equal to 
max 
m (2) of the three-step scheme. If the exceptional situation arises that 
max 
m < 2 (the quotient of TOL and arithmetic precision is too small), the 
max 
process is discontinued. 
I I 
A property of stabilized methods is that the local truncation error of 
the formulas is approximately independent of m. Thus it is useful to mini -
mize m with respect to the stability condition 
(3. 13) ho~ S(m) 
for given hand o, while S(m) represents a1(m), a2 (m) and s2 (m), respective-
ly. The degree mis computed in this way at the start of the process, at 
the change-over from a one-step to a three-step scheme, and further every 
time h or pis changed. 
From the foregoing it is clear that we need an estimation of o. 
Because of the fact that o is used to determine hmax(p) and to select m 
minimal with respect to (3.13), it must always be an upper estimation. Once 
o is estimated and the system to be integrated is non-linear, it may be 
necessary to control the variation of o. Thus we also need a control mecha-
nism for the spectral radius. With respect to the estimation and control of 
owe distinguish between 3 options, which option is chosen has to be speci-
fied by the user. 
OPTION I. The user provides an estimation of o. Especially for linear pro-· 
blems this is often easy to do. 
OPTION II. The user does not provide an estimation. In this case o is esti-
mated by means of a power method which is adapted for general non-linear 
vector functions £(cf. LINDBERG [6]). This method may be described as fol-
lows. 
Suppose o O = o (J (yO)) 1.s to be estimated. Let r i be a random number from 
[-E,E], E > O, and let v0 be defined componentwise by 
12 
(3. 14) VQ • = 
,1. 
Yo . (l+r.), 
' , l. l. 
r. 
l. 
y0· . :/: O, ,1. 
Yo · = 0. ,1. 
Let e:max = max(e: ,e:11 v0 ll2 ). The adapted power method is then defined by the 
iteration 
(3. 15) 
where v 1 = y0 
p. -+ a0 • If f J ' 
approximately 
and j = I, 2, •••• If f is linear, i.e. J (y) constant, then 
is non-linear, then choosing e: sufficiently small, J(y) is 
constant in S(v0 ,e:). Thus fore: sufficiently small, p. will J 
converge to an accurate estimation of a0 • 
4 · h . hm . In our program we have set e: = IO APR, APR denoting t e ar1.t etic 
precision (e.g. for CDC Cyber E = IO-Io). The iteration (3.15) ~s stopped 
as soon as IP• 1 - p.l ~ i0-3p. 1, provided j ~ 4. If this inequality is J+ J J+ . 
not satisfied within 50 iterations_? the whole process is discontinued._, 
In general, the process converges slowly because of the absence of a domi-
nant eigenvalue. As a matter of safety we therefore put a0 = I.Ip, P being 
the last iterate. 
In case of the second option the variation of the spectral radius is 
also controlled. We distinguish between two situations. Firstly, a in-
creases during the course of the integration and the process becomes unsta-
ble. The instability is immediately detected by the error control and 
results in a step failure. After a step failure we therefore simply reesti-
mate a, provided the failure was not in succession. Secondly, a decreases 
during the course of the integration. To detect a decrease of a we use 
an inaccurate estimation of a, say a*, which is given by a*= p3 . The esti-
mation a* is computed every 25 steps since the last estimation of a or a*, 
and we decide to reestimate a if a* has been decreased with more than ten 
percent. 
13 
We note that p3 is in most cases a very rough estimation to a. To our 
purpose this rough estimation suffices. At this place it is emphasized that 
random values are used in formula (3.14). Though these values are small, 
they may slightly influence o and, in particular, p3 • As a consequence. one 
should use a random generator using a fixed generative value ;o 
be able to. recover earlier obtained results (see also section 4). 
OPTION III. The user does not provide an estimation, but decides that an 
initial estimation by means of the power method at the start suffices. Thus 
in this case no control on the variation of o is performed. For linear prob-
lems it is clear that one chooses between the first and third option. 
3.6. ALGORITHMIC CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CONTROL MECHANISMS 
This short section is added in order to clarify the algorithmic connec-
tion between the mechanisms for controlling the order, the degree, the step-
size and the spectral radius. To this end an informal flowchart showing this 
connection is given in fig. 3.1. In this flowchart it is assumed that we 
choose option 2 for estimating and controlling the spectral radius. Because 
of the fact that during the start of the process no control is performed 
(see section 3.2), it is also assumed that we are already integrating with 
a first or second order three-step scheme (in particular it is assumed that 
n > 3). Note that at the start of the process the spectral radius is estimated, 
the maximal degree m is determined, the initial steplength ht tis max s ar 
estimated, the maximal steplength h (p), p = 1,2, given by (3.11), is max 
determined (see at the end of section 3.1), and the degree is minimized 
according to (3.13). A more detailed flowchart showing the complete implemen-
tation is given in the next section. 
4. THE PROGRAM 
In this section we describe a FORTRAN version of the implementation 
discussed in the previous section. The program consists of a main program 
and 11 small subprograms which are written to structure the program in order 
to make it more easily readable and easy to modify. We emphasize that the 
subprograms are meant to be called by the main program, which is the sub-
I?· 
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ro 
::;· for new and update new 
~ I check H estimate H reestimate a determine 
~ order increas steplength hmax degree 
~ 
routine M3RK, and thus can not stand on their own. 
The program integrates a given problem from an initial value of x to 
a value of x which may be slightly beyond a user specified output point, 
say xe. The desired solution at the output point xe is always interpolated 
by means of the quadratic formula 
(4. I) 
whereµ = (x-x ) / h. After a normal return of M3RK the parameters in the 
e 
call list are ready to continue the integration. This means that when the 
15 
user decides to continue the integration, he only needs to define a new 
output point x and call again. In fact, M3RK is written in such a way that 
e 
the choice of output points does not influence the integration process it-
self. 
All information to and from M3RK is passed through its parameters in 
the call list 
M3RK (X, XE, N, H, HMIN, SIGMA, TOL, F, Y, Yl, Y2, YXE, DY, 
DYi, !FLAG, INFO) 
X and XE represent the independent variable x and the output point xe, 
respectively. N represents the number of differential equations of the system 
to be integrated.Han HMIN denote the steplength hand a smallest step-
length, respectively. 
SIGMA represents the spectral radius o and TOL is the local tolerance param-
eter.Fis the name of a subroutine defining the differential equations. 
Y, YI, Y2, YXE, DY and DYi are arrays-of length N which represent the solu-
tion vector at x, x - h, x - 2h, x and the derivative vector at x and x - h, 
e 
respectively. We prefer the use of 6 arrays of length N instead of one of 
length 6N for clarity, and in order to avoid the overhead costs of pointers. 
When using one array this overhead is not negligeable for our class of for-
mulas because of the high degree. A small disadvantage is of course a longer 
parameter list. !FLAG is an error flag and INFO an integer array of length 
15, which is used to initialize the code, to pass information between M3RK 
and the subprograms, to pass information to the user about the status of 
16 
the integration, and finally to retain information for subsequent calls. 
For specific information about input requirements and output we refer 
to the prologue of comments of M3RK, which further explains how to use the 
program (see appendix). Here we confine ourselves to the observation that 
for a first call the only input parameters are X, XE, N, TOL, F, Y, INFO(i), 
i = 1,2,3, while SIGMA is optional. For a subsequent call the only input 
parameter to be changed is normally XE. The user must always give a maximum 
for the number of evaluations of f(y) to be spent by M3RK. If this maximum 
number is reached while x < x, the process is interrupted and !FLAG is set 
e 
equal to I. In this situation the user has the possibility to continue the 
process in a simple way. The message IFLAG = 0 means that x is reached. 
e 
To give insight in the structure of the program we give a short list 
of the names and meanings of the subroutines which are called by M3RK: 
HSTART computes the initial steplength according to section 3.1. 
PARAM delivers the integration parameters according to expressions (2.6) 
and (3.1). PARAM contains a data-statement to store the coefficients of the 
stability polynomials S, P and R(2) into an internally declared array of 
m 
length 440. 
POWERM estimates the spectral radius (see section 3.5). If the computation 
fails !FLAG is set equal to 3. 
MAXDEG evaluates the maximal degree m (cf. (3.12)). If m < 2, !FLAG max max 
is set equal to 2. MAXDEG contains a data-statement to store the II values 
given in table 2.1. 
MINDEG evaluates the minimal degree satisfying the stability condition (3.3). 
STEP contains the actual integrator and performs precisely one integration 
step with (2.1). 
ESTIMA computes the local error bound and estimates the local error (see 
3.7)). 
NEWH delivers the new steplength and the factor a according to (3.10). 
INTERI performs the interpolation (3.8) and evaluates f(y(x-ah)). 
INTER2 performs the interpolation (4.1) at the output point x. 
e 
SHIFT shifts the x- and y-variables and calculates a new derivative to pre-
pare the next integration step. 
In order to enlarge the portability of the program and to keep the 
structure as simple as possible we have avoided the use of common-statements. 
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As a consequence the subroutines are completely local, i.e. all information 
they need is passed through the parameter list. On purpose we do not discuss 
the various parameter lists. The meaning of the parameters should be innne-
diately clear when reading M3RK which is extensively connnented. Moreover, 
the subroutines called by M3RK are short and, as indicated above, directly 
associated to small parts of section 3. Thus these subroutines are easily 
verified by inspection. In figure 4.1 a flow chart is given which shows the 
structure of a complete program comprising a calling program, a user-sup-
plied subroutine F, our main program M3RK and the subroutines called by M3RK. 
A downward sloping line from one box to another indicates that the lower 
program is called by the upper one. Observe however that Fis always called 
via a parameter list. 
A macroscopic flow chart of M3RK is given in fig. 4.2. In this flow 
chart k = I and k = 3 for a one-step and three-step formula, respectively; 
r denotes the number of successive rejected steps, n denotes the number of 
steps performed after start or restart, ands denotes the number of steps 
performed after an estimation, or check for an estimation of the spectral 
radius. 
There remains to make some connnents about the portability of the program. 
The whole package has been tested on a CDC 73/28 using 14 digits. It has been 
accepted by the PFORT Verifier (see RYDER [9]). The PFORT Verifier is a 
program which checks a FORTRAN program for adherence to PFORT, a portable 
subset of American National Standard FORTRAN. M3RK uses one machine dependent 
constant, namely the arithmetic precision represented by the internal variable 
APR. POWERM contains the CDC system subprograms RANSET and RANF, constituting 
a random generator. RANF is the actual generator, while RANSET initializes 
the generative value of RANF. It is emphasized that replacing the CDC random 
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In order to test subroutine M3RK, it was applied to several problems. 
Two of these problems are discussed. in this section. Both problems are non-
linear and arise in practice. For both problems the semi-discretization has 
been performed by means of a continuous time Galerkin method (see e.g. DOUGLAS 
& DUPONT [4]). 
5.1. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM OF TWO NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS 
The first problem we consider is a one-dimensional system of two non-









where O ~ x ~ 1, g(z) = exp(3µz) - exp(-3µz), µ = 17.19, E = 0.143,. 
p = 0.1743. The corresponding initial and boundary conditions read: 
(5.2) 
u = 1, V = O, 
au 
ax V = 0, X = O, t > o, 
av 
u = 1, ax= o, x = 1, t > o. 
t = o, 
Equation (5.1) was semi-discretized by means of a Galerkin method based 
on piecewise quadratic polynomials, and implemented to yield a purely explic-
it system of ordinary differential equations (cf. BAKKER [l]). It is beyond 
the scope of this paper to discuss this discretization technique. We confine 
ourselves therefore to the definition of the semi-discretized system obtain-
ed for the equidistant grid {x.lx. = (i-1)/(M-l), i = l, ... ,M ;M odd}. Let 
i i 
u.(t) ~ u(x.,t) and v.(t) ~ v(x.,t). The equations for the u.-componer.ts· 
i i i i i 
then are: 
2 
EP (M-l) [Zu2i - u2i-l - u2i+l J - g(uzcvzi) 
M-1 
(5. 3) i. = I ' ••• ,-z-, 
M-3 
i = I, ••• ,-2-, 
u = o. 
We do not give the equations for the v.-components, because there are now 
l. 
easy to find. 
We integrated two systems, viz. system I and II obtained by setting 
M = 31 and M = 61, respectively. Both systems were integrated over the 
interval [0,20] by calling M3RK for XE= 10-z (first call), and for 
-I 
XE= IO ,1,5,10,20 (subsequent calls). They were integrated for 3 values 
-3 -4 -5 of TOL, viz. 10 ,IO and IO • The parameter INF0{2) was chosen equal to 
2, indicating the second option for the spectral radius (the specification 
of the remaining input parameters should be clear from the foregoing). 
Results of the integrations are listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Table 
5.1 gives the system I - approximations, and system II - approximations to 
u(x,t) for the specified number of output times and some grid values x .. 
l. 
The approximations were rounded to 4 decimal places. Comparing the results 
21 
for a system for several values of TOL yields an indication about the 
accuracy of the time integration. Comparing the results for both systems for 
several values of TOL yields an indication about the accuracy of the space 
discretization. From this table we thus have an indication about the 
accuracy of the approximations to u(x,t), i.e. the solution of one of the 
components of the partial differential equation, at several times and points. 
To get some insight in the course of the time integrations, and thus 
in the behaviour of M3RK, table 5.2 gives for all integrations for each out-
put time the following information: step= the total number of steps, 
restep = the number of rejected steps, fev = the total number of f(y)-
evaluations, sig = the number of f(y)-evaluations needed for the estimation 
aJ13UOTHE.EK fv'J,;' p,1,:,.1:~CH C:.N1 ilU•,t, 
Af\."Sii:Fl~ AM 
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and control of the spectral radius, sigma= the estimation of the spectral 
radius used by M3RK. We observe that for both systems no step rejections oc-
curred. Among others, table 5.2 clearly shows the increase of the stepsize 
during the process. Because of the fact that the problem possesses a steady 
state solution, such an increase must occur. From this table we can also 
calculate the average number of function evaluations per step at the given 
output times. We also see that the average number of function evaluations 
decreases as TOL becomes smaller. This is due to the fact that for the pre-
sent problem the stepsize is mostly restricted by accuracy requirements. If 
this is the case the degree is minimized. As a consequence, a significantly 
larger number of steps, due to a smaller value value of TOL, not always yie-
lds a significantly larger number of function evaluations. This fact is cle-
arly illustrated by table 5.2. It may thus be preferred to choose TOL not 
too large. Moreover, the various control mechanisms work better for smaller 
values of TOL. 
We conclude this example by noting that all integrations were performed 
without the necessity of making restarts. 
5.2. A NON-LINEAR, TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
(5.4) 
The second problem we consider is a two-dimensional diffusion problem: 
dU 
at Osr<r., e 
u(O,r,z,) = 500, O s r s r , 0 s z s z , 
e e 
u(t,r,O) = u(t,r,z) = 500, 
e 
Os rs r, t > 0, 
e 
u (t,O,z) = 0, u (t,r ,z) = µ(u(t,re,z)), 0 s z s ze, t > 0, 
r r e 
-4 where r = 10 , z = 0.15, and B(u) = A(u)/p(u), y(u) = ~(u)/p(u), 
e e 
µ(u) = <i;(u)/A(u). The functions A, p, n, and 1/; are defined by 
,___ 
system I 
~ 0 0.2 0.4 
10-2 .5283 .6879 .6879 
10-1 .2193 .4742 .5105 
("') 
1 .0422 . 1988 .3676 I 
0 - 5 .0330 • 1636 .3225 
II 
...:I 10 .0327 • 1623 .3204 
0 
E--t 20 .0326 • 1623 .3203 
10-2 .5271 .6870 .6870 
10-1 .2184 .4738 I .5099 
1 .0419 • 198 I I • 3611 
..;:j" 
I 
~ I 5 .0330 . 1637 .3226 
II 10 .0327 • 1624 .3204 
...:I 20 .0327 . 1623 .3204 0 
E--t 
_,') 
10 ,., .5268 .6867 .6867 
10- 1 . 2181 .4737 .5098 
Lt"\ 1 .0419 • 1979 .3670 I 
0 - 5 .0330 . 1637 .3226 
II 
...:I 10 .0328 • 1624 .3205 
0 
E--t 20 .0327 .1623 .3204 
system II 
0.6 0.8 0.9 0 0.2 0.4 
.6879 .6879 .6883 .5498 .6879 .6879 
.5124 .5242 .5773 .2219 .4743 .5105 
.5122 .6516 • 7377 .0424 • 1981 .3664 
.4810 .6396 • 7318 .0332 • 1626 .3207 
I ·4 785 .6375 .7301 .0330 • 1617 .3190 
! .4785 .6375 .7300 .0329 • 1617 .3190 
j .6870 .6870 .6874 .5488 .6870 .6870 
I .5118 .5236 .5767 .2209 .4739 .5099 
I 
j .5123 .6521 .7381 .0422 .1977 .3660 
I 
• 4811 .6398 .7318 .0332 .1629 .3210 
.4786 .6375 .7301 .0329 • 1617 .3190 
.4785 .6375 .7301 .0329 • J 617 .3190 
.6867 .6867 .6871 .5485 .6867 .6867 
• 5117 .5234 .5766 .2206 .4738 .5098 
.5124 .6523 .7383 .0422 • 1975 .3659 
.4811 .6397 .7318 .0332 • 1630 .3213 
.4786 .6376 .7302 .0329 • 16 I 7 .3190 
.4785 .6375 .7301 .0329 • 16 I 7 .3190 
Table 5. I Approximations to u(t,x) of (5.1) 












































10- 1 58 
("I') 
I I 79 0 .... 
II 5 98 





10- 1 103 
...;t 
I 1 142 0 .... 
II 5 I 71 








0 I 273 -
II 5 323 
H 
0 10 358 H 
20 383 
-
system I system II 
re- re-
step fev sig sigma step step fev sig 
0 21 21 4462.2 0 0 21 21 
0 127 40 1290.9 38 0 127 40 
0 183 45 1290.9 58 0 203 45 
0 307 50 1290.9 80 0 415 50 
0 516 50 1290.9 116 0 832 55 
0 669 55 1290.9 145 0 1185 60 
0 1068 60 1290.9 204 0 1908 75 
0 21 21 4462.2 0 0 21 21 
0 215 65 1185 .o 66 0 194 44 
0 308 75 1185. 0 104 0 318 54 
0 469 80 1185 .o 143 0 614 59 
0 725 85 1185 .o 210 0 1266 74 
0 949 90 1185 .o 244 0 1675 79 
0 1165 95 1185. 0 310 0 2482 94 
0 21 21 4462.2 0 0 21 21 
0 375 99 1304.2 122 0 344 68 
0 554 114 1304.2 196 0 541 83 
0 819 129 1304.2 273 0 972 98 
0 1189 139 1304.2 377 0 1931 123 
0 1508 149 1304.2 445 0 2556 133 
0 1775 154 1304.2 509 0 3339 148 


























A(u) = 418.4 * {0.1287496 10-13u4· - 0.116873 10-9u3 + 
2 + 0.384891 10-6u - 0.569812 10-3u + 0.57185303}, 
p(u) = 19300 * {0.14644{03 + 0.18513 10-1 * (u-0.104 104)}, 
(u) = 7.1486 2 * n-2 * 1010 * {-0.378808 10-1 + 0.267688 10-3u + 
2 + 0.1724588 10~7u }, 
(u) 
4 5 
= 0.56696 10-7u * {-0.27049_1 10-17u 
4 + 0.3438691 10-13u -
+ 0.266711210-1}. 
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Problem (5.4) describes the temperature in a filal!lent and was connnunicated 
to us by POLAK [7], who is gratefully acknowledged for his cooperation. 
For the semi-discretization of (5.4) we have applied a Galerkinmethod 
based on piecewise bilinear functions. We have made use of an implementation, 
written by BAKKER [2], yielding a purely explicit initial value problem. 
Again we shall confine ourselves to the definition of the resulting system 
of ordinary differential equations. 
Let {rilr1 = 0, ri < ri+l' i = l, ... ,M-1, rM = re} and {zjlz 1 = 0, 
zj < zj+l' j = l, ••• ,N-1, ~ = ze} be partitions of the r-axis and z-axis, 
respectively. Let p,(r), i = l, ... ,M, and q.(z), j = l, ••. ,N, be piecewise 
l. J 
linear functions, i.e. pi(rk) = oik and qj(z1) = oj 1 ,'where o denotes the 
Kronecker symbol. Further, let u .. (t) ~ u(t,r.,z.). The resulting system of 
l.J l. J 
ordinary differential'equations is then defined by 
(5. 6) 




i = 1 , ••• ,M, j = I ,N, 
- a 1.J.+lu1.J.+l - a. 1 .u. 1 . - a. 1 .u. 1 .} + y(u .. ), 1.- J l. - J l. + J l. + J l.J 












Again M3RK was applied to two systems. For both systems 
r. = (i-l)r /(M-1), i = 1, ... ,M, and z. = 0.06*(j-I)/(N-l)s 
1. e J 
j = I, ••• ,(N-1)/4; zj =zj-l + 0.24/(N-I), j = (N+3)/4, ••• , (3N+l)/4; 
z. = z. + 0.06/(N-l), j = (3N+5)/4, ••• ,N. The choice M=5, N=21 and M=5, 
J J-1 
N=41 yields system I and system II, respectively. Because of the physical 
nature of the problem it is not necessary to choose M > 5. A finer grid at 
the endpoints of the filament is necessary in order to deal with boundary 
layers. tt should be observed that, because of two reasons, the resulting systems 
are difficult problems for our explicit integrator. Firstly, the systems 
are strongly non-linear. Secondly,in spite of the relatively small number of 
gridpoints, we have to deal with a large spectral radius because of the very 
small size of the r-interval. 
Both systems were integrated over the interval [0,1] by calling M3RK 
for XE= 0.1 (first call), and for XE= 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,0.9 and 1 (sub-
sequent calls). They were integrated for 3 values of T0L, viz. 10-3 ,10-4 and 
I0-5 . Again, the parameter INF0(2) was chosen equal to 2. 
Some results of the integrations are listed in tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
Table 5.3 gives the system I-approximations and system II-approximations to 
u 1.(t) at the specified output times for some values of z. E [0,z /2]. J J e 
Results for z E [z /2,z] are omitted, as the solution is approximately e e 
symmetric with respect to z /2. With respect to comparing and interpreting 
e. 
results of table 5.3, we refer to the remarks made at the preceding 
example. 
Table 5.4 yields the same type of information as table 5.2.The reject-
ions clearly indicate that the guidance of the process is better for smaller 
values of T0L. Because of this, and because of the minimizing property of 
the degree, we again conclude that it may be preferred to chose T0L not too 
large. This conclusion particularly applies when integrating stongly non-
linear problems. 
We conclude this section by observing that all integrations were per-
formed without the necessity of making restarts. 
!~ 0.003 
0. 1 700.8 
("') 
0.2 951.3 I 
0 
0.4 1746.2 -
II 0.6 255 I. 3 
s 0.8 2816.7 
H 0.9 2847. 8 
1.0 2858.8 
0. 1 700.8 
-::t 0.2 952. I I 
0 0.4 1746.5 -
II 
0.6 2552. 1 
8 
0.8 2815.3 
0.9 2847. 2 H 
1.0 2858.6 
0.1 701.0 
1./1 0.2 952.8 I 
0 - 0.4 1748.9 
II 
0.6 2552. 1 
,-.::i 0.8 2815.3 
0 0.9 2846.7 H 
J.O 2858.3 























0.009 0.015 0.075 0.003 0.006 0.009 
757 .1 758.3 758.4 706.0 751.4 757.J 
1172.4 J 185. 2 1185. 2 955.7 J J 29. 9 1174.5 
2514.2 2593.4 2596.3 1736 .1 2322.0 2520.3 
3284.7 3323.9 3325.4 2508.5 3156.7 3288.8 
3382.0 3397.2 3397.6 2755.4 3308.0 3384.3 
3388.2 3400.7 3400.9 2785.6 3321. 9 3390.8 
3390. 1 340 I .5 3401 .6 2797.2 3326.7 3392.7 
757. I 758.3 758.4 706. 1 752.0 757.8 
1172.4 1185. 6 1 185. 8 956.3 1131.0 1176.0 
2514.8 2594.0 2596.9 1737.4 2323.8 2522.4 
3285.3 3324.4 3325.9 2509.6 3157.7 3289.6 
3381 .6 3397.0 3397.3 2756.0 3308.8 3384.8 
3388. 1 3400.6 3400.8 2786.4 3322.2 3391 .o 
3390. 1 3401 .5 3401 .6 2797.4 3326.8 3392.8 
758.0 759.3 759.3 706.3 752.6 758.7 
1174.2 1187. 7 1187. 9 957.0 1132. 5 1178.0 
2517.7 2597. 1 2600.0 1740.0 2327.4 2526.2 
3284.7 3323.7 3325.2 2509.4 3156.9 3288.6 
3381 .5 3396.9 3397.2 2755.6 3308. 1 3384. 3 
3388.0 3400.6 3400.8 2785.7 3321 • 8 3390.8 
3390.0 3401. 5 3401 .6 2797. 1 3326.7 3392.7 
Table 5.3 Approximations to u(t,O,z) of (5.6) 
at several times and points. 
0.015 
757.6 















































I 0.4 0 .... 0.6 
II 0.8 





I 0.4 0 .... 0.6 
II 0.8 





I 0.4 0 .... 0.6 
II 0.8 
,-..::i 0.9 0 
H 1.0 
system I system II 
step re- fev sig sigma step re fev sig step step 
0 0 11 I I 433026.3 0 0 1 1 1 l 
146 5 1595 92 361136. 0 114 1 1241 73 
275 8 3043 191 314911.0 245 6 2759 206 
483 14 5418 377 250766.5 460 10 5172 340 
666 21 7466 543 209500.5 • 652 15 7306 468 
767 22 8593 593 195533.7 865 24 9578 615 
803 22 8992 598 195533.7 904 24 100.42 625 
830 22 9321 603 195533.7 951 25 10600 648 
0 0 1 1 1 1 433026.3 0 0 1 I 1 1 
176 0 1548 53 381046.8 176 0 1541 54 
327 0 3059 142 315213.0 336 0 3108 130 
573 1 5395 238 260536.2 617 3 5714 271 
776 1 7402 311 210908. 2 854 5 7915 367 
984 9 9437 560 193543.2 1003 6 9373 410 
1026 9 9877 565 193543.2 1038 6 9803 420 
1053 9 10206 570 193543.2 1098 7 10413 443 
0 0 1 1 1 1 433026.3 0 0 1 1 1 1 
237 0 2131 63 388688.4 237 0 2131 63 
425 0 3902 140 327591.8 440 0 4049 152 
739 0 6858 267 249339. 1 792 0 7291 257 
996 0 9237 332 233658.6 1088 0 10047 347 
1231 0 11294 382 233658.6 1337 0 12198 397 
1299 0 11901 392 233658.6 1403 0 12831 412 
1340 0 12372 402 233658.6 1444 0 13315 417 





























6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The purpose of this paper was to develop a robust and efficient time 
integrator, being easy to apply to a wide class of linear, and in particular 
non-linear, semi-discretized parabolic problems in one and more dimensions. 
Although it is not clear that, e.g. for a two-dimensional non-linear problem, 
our method needs less computer time than an 4nconditionally stable method 
(such as an implicit method or an ADI method), the easy applicability of the 
subroutine, when used in conjunction with semi-discretization, reduces the 
human effort needed to solve a problem under consideration. For example, 
the subroutine is easy to use with a software interface performing the 
semi-discretization (see e.g. SINCOVEC & MADSEN [11] or BAKKER [2]). 
It is of interest to observe that until now stabilized, explicit 
methods, as well as their implementations, did not receive very much atten-
tion in literature. As a consequence, it is most likely that the present 
implementation and its underlying algorithm can be improved significantly. 
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S U 5 R O U T I ; l E. , 1 3 R K C X , X E , "l , H , H M I ',! , S I G r,1 A , T O L. , F , V , 
+ v1,v2,VXE,DV,DYl,IFLAG,I~FO) 
(*********************************************************************** 
C* ABSTRA.CT * 
c*********~********•********••••••••••********•************************* 
C• ~13qK IS DESIG'!ED TO SOLVE. INITIAL. VALUE PROBL.EMS FOR SYSTEMS OF' * 
C * 0 iW I •J A RY D I r F. E:t~ ENT I AL. E QI l A T I O ~4 S OF THE FOR~~ * 
C• DYIDX:F(Y(l),,,,,VCNJ), * 
C• V(t) GIV~>.J AT X, * 
C t \\); II C !-I n R I G I 1 lA TE FRO t 1 SE ~1I • n I SC RE T I Z A T t O ~.J OF' I N I T I AL •BOU N [) A RY VALUE * 
C* PR09LEMS FOR PARABOLIC PARlIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, M~3~ IS * 
C * 8A ~U) O,i ST AB IL I ZED, EXPL. IC IT THREE•STEP RUNGEaiKUT TA FORMULAS OF' * 
C• ORDER ONE AIID ,~~,or WH!C~ THE DEGREE CA~ VARY BETWEEN Z ANO 12. * 
C• * 
C• M3PK ~:EEDS~ ARRAYS JF LEiGTH N,WHICH ALL APPEAR IN T~E CALL LIST, • 
C • T ! IE C DD E:. L NT E GR A TE S FRO ~1 X TO XE • 0 N NO I? MA L. RE T lJ RN THE PAR AME TE RS l N • 
C* THE CALL LIST ARE PE4DY FOR CONTINUING THE INTEGRATION.TO t'.:0"-IT!NUE * 
C• Tfif !·iTEGRATJDr1, iilE JSE'R ·•!EEDS 0 1~LV TO REDEFINE THE OUTPUT POINT XE • 
C• A1Jf" CALL AGA! 1i, * 
C * * 
C* 4 ]RK CALLS 11 sueROUTINES WHICH HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO STRUCTU~E TH~ • 
C * i:> ROG R t,Jl , Tl IE SE SU 6 RO 'J T I i~ I; S A q E I * 
C• HSTART • llSTART C0;"4PJTES Tl-IE INITIAL. STE;;PL.ENGTl-i * 
C• PARA:.i • F'M~A.,1 CntH'UTf;S PAF~AMETERS OF THE VARIOUS IMPLEMENTED * 
C* SCIIE'~ES f~0-1 THE COEFFICIENTS OF' THE STABILITY POLY~0"'11ALS • 
C • P,~HE Q,.; • POl1-le; R1l EST I "iA TES THE SPEC TRAI.: RAD I US OF THE J 4C08 I A\I OF' F * 
C• 'IAXDEG • i!AXDEG co,1PJTES THE IIAXH1AL. DEGREE OF THE FORMULAS, * 
Ct IHICH IS ALLO~ED WITH RESPECT TO INTERNAL STABILITY * 
C* i;I!;t·iEG • ~·It!Dt:G CQt1 PJTES THE MPH~fAL OEGREE OF THE FO~MULAS, * 
C* ·iHICH IS AL.LOWED :,1ITH RESPCCT TO ABSOLUTE STABILITY * 
C * S T F P "' S T E P C Q 11,1 TA I ·~ S T ,1 E AC T U AL. l t HE G i?A TOR * 
C• fSTJ' 1 A • ESTl'lA CJ'•lrJTES A. LOCAL E:RROR BOU"JD AND ESTIMATES A LOCAL. * 
C• LRR0R t 
C* 11 ['J,i "" iE./•1 iiEl...lV!;RS A ff;..; STEPLEt!Gff,.i * 
C * t ' i TE ~ 1 • I '-i TE f~ 1 I' ER F' 1 ip• S 1 ~ l TE R r OLA T I O •~ AF TE R A C H ANGE OF THE * 
C • S TEPLE'lGT~ * 
C* L;TEP2 • INTtn2 !'.JTE~Pt1L.ATES THE, SOL.UT!O\I AT Tf-1E OUTPUT POPlT XE:: * 
C * S :I l F' T "' SH IF' T SH l F T S T HE D A TA F' iJ R A ~.J E. X T S TEP • 
C• * 
Ct T!if.SE sunr:0 1JiP1ES A~E CQ··1°LETELY U'ICAL,l,E:,THE Ir~FORMATlON THE.Y • 
C • '-I U C: I S f"l ASS ED T ;4 C! 17 U G i l p.i E P J\ R A ',1 ET E' R LISTS • THE )II HOLE PACKAGE HA$ * 
C * :;, EE'·' TE' ST CD O -l A Cf' C CY a£ ~ 7 3.., c 8 US I r,1 G A I.J AR I TH MET IC PK EC IS IC~, OF • 
C• 14 DIGITS,TrlE C □ DE P1~ER" USES THE CDC SYSTEM SUBPROGRA~S RANSET * 
C• ,vr1 1:a;ir co::STIT 1JTI"1G A Qt;• 1DO:l GE 1IERATO'.~,~A'.,JSET A:JD RANf MUST BE * 
c• "f!'.)LACED /Hf.J~ 11 sr:iG THF. P~oGPA 1•1 0·1 A'WTHER cOHPUTE:Q. * 
C * T r i [ C i I r) f:. S C A L L f ~i G Y "1 3 P K J S E r l O : 1 A C H I •ff D E P E H D f ' i T C () N S T A 'J T S • • 
C* "3"i<, '_!SLS o:iE 11 AC,II'lE ':'EP£!,IJE;1T C0~·1STM•!T,i·JAt•~LV THE ARITHMETIC * 
(i ~'::FCTSHJ' 1 OF THE co-i~uTE,R.I\ THE rROG~.A" TH£ I'lTE:R"JAL VARIABLE. APR, • 
c; • "" !T c i ;;; L r r:: E s E · l T S T H t:: A R l T 1 !·' E T I c: P RE c I s l(P,J , f :~ u A L s 1 1 o E 11111 1 4 1 A P R M u s T * 
C• '1 L ('l,:,.:I(,[[,' f\CCC!F'I':Gl..Y /Hf:'.I USI'JG T!lE PirnGQA.'-1 mi ANOTrlER co•1PUTt:Q, 1'I 
C• * 
C• T,T . /· 11JLL P~n:;RA'1 Pt..CK,~Gf IS ACCEPTE'." ~y THE F-'FOiH Vf.RIFH.R,THr: * 
C * r f C ,7 T \/ [PI F H. S: IS A ~;, 'l G f< ~ '~ :hi IC H CH [CK S A FORT R MsJ PR.:) GR A~, l • E: • A * 
C * ' ' ,'d . ,, "' '_J> ·: .\ 1 ' :\ i ::' 0 ' ! t1 o "'. n G i-< ,\ " S , F' n R t\ D 1 f R [ : : C [ l O P F' 0 iH , A P O P T A 8 L E * 
C * S '··' n '1 f T :; r A ' : E. P I C ~ ! . 1 &. T l :: ; , :\ L S T A · i r) A. Pi) F (1 R TR A : ~ C SEE t 1 J ) , THE. 'tJ HO L. E * 
C • r , : :, C ? A ; P i, 0 t. G [ T 3 C '.'l '. P !.. t i EL. Y E :< r L A I ''J Er A t · r, D F SC R l 3 E. D ! N C 2 l • • 
(* * 
2 
C• [l] R•nER,s.G.,THE PFQRT VERIFIER,SOFTWARE PRACTICE AND EXPERIENCE, * 
C* VOL.4,PP.359•378,1974 1 
C • t 2 l V c R rl G:, J • G • , Ml I "IPL E ~, f}l TA T t O ~,, 0 f A CL. ASS OF ST A 6 I L. l ZED, EXP L. IC I T * 
C * ~,ET WJ CJ S F OR THE T I 1.4 E I ,.Jr E GRAT Im; 0 F PAR AE30 LI C EQUATION~, C TO * 
Ct APCJEAR). * 
C••*~•••••~*******************************•***************************** 
Ct ~CANI~G nr THE PARA~ETERS * 
C•********************************************************************** 
C• X "" VARIABL.E : It~DEPE"IOE~lT VA~IADLE * 
C* XE • fXPRE.SSI0 1i I OUTl'IIT POINT AT WHICH SOLUTION IS DESI~EO • 
C• :J ... EXPf\ESSlrJr,/ : NUMBER JF ~:QUATIOtJS * 
C • H "" V A"' I A 0 L E I S TE ~ L t: "l G T H * 
C• Ht,!'./ • VM~IABLE g MINIMAL STEPLENGTH * 
C• SIG~&• ~RAAY : AN ARRAY OF LENGTH 2 CONTAINING ESTl~ATES * 
C* or TME SPECTRAL RADIUS OF THE JACOBIAN OFF • 
C• TJL • EXP!{ESSIO:J ! LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCE • 
C• F • SUBROJTI~E : DERIVATIVE * 
-c• V • AF:RAY : SOL'JTIOtJ VECTOR AT X,l~-IPUT ANO ;iQRK ARRAY * 
C• Yi • ARRAY 2 SOLUTION VECTOR AT X•H,WORK ARRAY * 
C* Y2 • ARRAY Z SJLUT!ON VECTOR AT X•2H,WORK ARRAY * 
C• YXE • AP~AY s SOLUTION VECTOR AT XE,DUTPUT AND WORK ARRAY * 
Ct DY • ~PRAY : DERIVATIVE VECTO~ AT X,HORK ARRAY * 
C• DYi • A~RAY : DERIVATIVE VECTOR AT X•H,WORK 4RRAV * 
C* IrLAG • VAMlABLE ! ERR~R FLAG • 
C• T'JF-' 11 • 1\f:PAY 8 I'lTEGER ARRAY OF LE!JGTH IS.INFO !S USEC' TO * 
C• PASS If~FORHATI0 1J TO IiHTIALIZE THE CODE,TO * 
C * p A s s I' l F n R t-4 AT I O \J 6 E: T w EE r4 T t-1 E ~ ,\ I N p R Q G ~ M-! A ~m * 
C ~ TH F SUB PRO GR Ml S , TO PASS ! i ff ORM A T IQ I<./ TO THE * 
C* USER ABOUT THE STATUS OF THE INTEGRATlON,AND * 
C* TO RETA!'l It!F'OR,1ATIO\t FOR SLIBSEQUEI\IT C4LLS, • 
C••··••t••A•~··•************************************~******************* 
C * FI!=: ST CALL TU '13 R >s, * 
C*******•*************************************************************** 
C• T!lf tlS£r, ,lt,JST r1rrnvtDC STORAGE li'J HIS CAI..LI~JG PROGRAl~ FOR THE ARRAYS* 
C * I : J T '-1 E Ct, 1.. 1.. L I ST • HE "! ,\ S TO SUPPL. V Hl t SU El ROUT p1 E f ( M , V ) FOR * 
C* EVALJATI ► 1 G THE DERIVATIVES DVCI)/OT,I=l,.,.,~,WHICM MUST BE OVER• * 
C• :•:r,TTTEt, l1,.; YCI),F"(JQ Tr1f: SPECTf<4L RAD!JS THERE EXIST THREE OPTIO"IS * 
C • ,., , H C ·-1 H (.JS T CT E SE: L [ C T E D ;•-!! r H I r I F' O ( 2 ) 1 l ,'J PJF n. C 3 ) THE USE~ ~US T G I V ~ • 
C * A 1' A q "U,; F O R T HE 'I' I ··lg E R ) F" E V A L. U A T I O '1 S Q F F C Y ) T O Bf. SPENT C O r,J RE • * 
C* T.JP ! IT 'lAY r.:iccUR i'f:\T I'JF'r'J(3) !$ EXCEEDED .•J!TH A80UT SO) • 
C*•*~*•***A************** 
C• l IPUT P!J'1\"\L iERS 
C************************ 





c• srr; '.A .. 
r * 
C• 
C • T ,;L • 
C* V • 
c, r -~- ·, ... 
C * 
!'ilTlA.L Vl1L,JE t1F "HE lil()ETf,H>tYT 'JARH,'1LE 
;1 :!TPUT r'')l H AT ~·c1tc 11 $OLUTI0'·) IS nESIREr~ 
1:_!' 1LEY JF' t:'JJATIO·!S 
( l)::: ,\~' '!PP[~ EST I;•:A iI 0' i OF T~IE SPECTRAL PAD I US OF T•◄ E J A• 
C n ~ I I\ ' J F F I I l C A S l ~lf ('Jr T I C · l l • Fr R ·w T I O "l 2 A ND 3 'I U 
I '! I T l AL I Z AT I J' 1 I S PE~ l' IQ E:C') 
L,, CAL [PI'~;_:~ Tu I.EPA , j CE 
-'L-CTcl" .J~ I·'tTTAL VAL'lf;',) OF THE O[r['JDF'IT VAP!ABLC:S 
(lP::: TD t :)ICAT( FIRST CALL. 
(~);:; l Tn ! i)Ir.t, l'E JPT!Cl't 1 F~R Tiif SPr:tTf?AL r:'AD!US, l ,£, 
T~L 'IS[P "JST l'JIT'IALTZr srr.t1i\(1) 
= ~, r, Ii)lCi\H:: uPTI'1'i 2 FJP rqE sPr-:cr:HL :~aDnis,r,E, 
T !j L C , :, r ! j T n t. l I Zr~ s s 1 G i A{ 1 ) A 14 D C O ~ i i ·~ 0 Ls 5 l(H A (1 ) 

















C• THE C □ Df D~LY INITIALIZES SIG~ACll AT THE FIRST CALL* 
C• (3):: ' 1AXY.1 1Pt 'JU~1BER OF F"(V) EVAL.UAT!ONS TO BE SPEIH * 
C••·~······•******A****** * 
C * r'JUTP' 1i Pi\r\AflE TERS * 
c************************ 
.. LAST P0l 11T REACHED P,I I1J.TEGRATI0~4.~10RMALL.Y X rs SI..IGHTL.V 
DEY 01..iLJ XE: 
H • I rH TI AL S n:PL.E' 1G T'i FOR SUBSEQUEH.T CALL 





























THE USER OR av PQWCRM • 
.. (2):: !'"ACCURATE F.STP~AiIOq OF THE SPECTRAL RADIUS USED FOR * 
ITS (;OtJiROL. 
Y .. SOL.UT I CJ I VECTOR AT X 
Yl .. SCiLUTICU VE'CTOR AT X•H 
Y2 .., SULUTIO'J VECTOR AT X•2H 
YXE • SOLUT!D~ VECTQP AT OUTPUT POINT XE 
DY • ~CRIVATIVE VECTOR AT X 
DY! .. 0ERIVATIV£ VECTOP AT X•!i 
r r L A G ... = o i\j o R: 1 A L R E r u R "'' , r • e: "' o u r Pu r Po I N r I s RE A c HE t) 
:: l OUTPUT P::tPJT IS MOT RE.ACHED, THE MAX!!'-1UM l,JiJMBER OF 
F(Y)-EVALLIAT!ONS liAS BEEY SPE~T.THE PROCESS CAN BE en~-* 
T FJU E() B Y I d C RE A S I hl G 11,J F' O ( 3 ) A MD C A L l. I NG AG A I r~ * 
: 2 ~AXI 4 Al )EGREE FALLS OUTSIDE THE RANGE ASTOL/APR IS 
TDO S'1AL.L.. THf PROCESS IS !,H'JT STARTED * 
: 5 P (H.J ER f1 F" q LED p; THE EST IM AT Im~ 0 F THE SPECTRAL RAD l US • * 
r ; ! E P fW C E S S I S D I SC Or J T FJU ED 




= 1 TO I~DICATE THAT THE ~EXT CALL rs A SUBSEQUE~T ONE * 
:i: l I 11 C A SE O F OP T Hr,1 1 0 R 3 , CL SE 2 * 
:: !l'Kl1A;Jr;En 
~ TUTAL ~UMBER or I'lT[GRATION STEPS PERFORMED,I.E, 
ACCEPTED AND REJECTED ONES 
(5) = HJHSER f)F REJt:CTED IHTEGRATIO'l sn:Ps 
( t1 ) :: r I U ' 1 GE R OF R E S T A ~ T S Itl ! T I A TE C 8 Y THE C OD E 
(7): TOTAL 'HJHUER OF' DERIVATIVE EVALUATIONS • 
Co ) : f,1 Y 1 b ER 0 F DE P. l VAT IVE EV AL I! AT IONS I JS E O F O ~ THE EST! MA• • 
( q) ::: 
(lo):: 
( l 1 ) : 
(12) = 
(13)= 
( 1 f..\ ) = 
(15): 
i !(1' ; A ',j D C O H P O L n f T HE SP E C TR A L R A D I US • 
r_::,)RFE'Jf DEGREE 
' 1AXI 11 AL DE:GREE HH THE FTRST ORDEq FOf~MULAS 
HA)(I'IAL DEGRE[ ff'lr,) THE SEcnr 1n OF'.OER F'OR~ULAS 
CJRHE:rr ORf:'E!? 
t 1,J•1~-;e·~ i)F STEPS P[Rfn~•it:ri ArTEP START n~ iffSTA~T 
'.I y;i1[R OF STEPS P(RFQP'1£D AFT[P. Cf!AicJGE :H: ;➔ OR ORDER 
,·:_y,;Jf'.', LJ~ ~TEP$ P[qror1-1EO AFT[R ESTJ'1ATI0'J llF SPC:C• 
C• * 
(* TT IS ~' ";iA.:l!ZE:.J P--lt,T T,lt t1; 1rrur LIST GIV['J ASOV[ TS JOT STRtCiLY lir 
c • \' ;1 L I ,:, .-1, 1 E,, r1 ·; p Er I D i r FL t G r s r 1 · 1 AL r J 2 "q 3 • • 
C * T r 1 $ r ' J p T H L [~ E ' ' r . ' A s r z ~ ) r ! 1 l\. r Cl i (.l E T u R i : r i I E A p R i-\ y V ,\ L. .Ai ,!,,, V s C ,J (,j T A I ,4 s * 
C i1 T i E S , , L ,_if l(: , '. ,/ F C T J ;,' ,q T H E. r' 0 I · ' T X • T '1 J S ;,q ' E ;1 l F L A G := 3 , T H [ U S E R ri A S * 
r t T . f: :, (• S ~ '1' [, l l, l TY T J '; E S T ;\ I'..' T T ;~ t: f' r, 1 CE. 5 S Ai T l E PO I ; : T X , PR rt V ! D f D 1-l E * 
* I S :, ·~ L I: T I T A ~- f .\ C i I 1 · , II T d Q L S P E C t LJ T H [ E 5 T'I r ' A T H) · ~ n f T H E S P E C "' • 
***A**************'**************** .. *•********************************* , '", , ' s r ; 1 ! t. ·' r c ,\LL 3 r l• , 3;) r. * 
••• ,, ... ,,,., .............................. ****•**** .. **•*************•*** 
., :--, , ' [ T · ' · · · Cir ' 5 ·: i--, a L. L r .', R ~, '' £. T [ r~ 3 ;, C:: £. R r- A D v PH? c n · ' r FJ , i p, G T HF I •'; T E. .. * 
4 
C* Gi!Al!O~,PROVIDEJ IFLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO 2 OR 3,IF XE IS REACHED AND * 
C* A 'lOR•~AI.. CD'.ITFiJATIO'J IS DE'.S!f~ED,THE USER NEED Qt'1lY TO DEFINE A NEW* 
C * O ·JT ~"J T PO PH XE A: J 1"1 e AL I.. AG A P~ 11 IF' 0 N RE i UR M ! FL AG 11 1 ANO Tri E USER * 
c * A A: 1 r s r D un r rr I J E , 1 , E o 1J 1.. v HEED s r o Flt: RE As E r NF rH 3 , A \lo c ALL AG A HJ • * 
C• TIE PROGRAM IS ttRITTEr-1 IN SUCH A ,JAY THAT HlE C!➔ OICE: Or OUTPUT t 
C* PQir,TS DOES ~QT AFFECT THE INTEGRATIO~ PROCESS ITSELF.BETWEEN SUB• * 
C * SE;OUE;r T CALLS THE USER MAY l NC RE A SE TOL. • AL.L OTI-H:R PAR M1( TERS MIJST • 
c * n E '. 1 t. r r; u 11 c H 1VJ GED II r He; co u fir ER s ni 1 NF o ARE us E o A e cu Mu LA T I v EL. v • • 
c*******•*************************************************************** 
C * PfWGRA' 1 T[Xi' * 
C•*•****•*******•******************************************************* or:~ E ·is I w,: Y c n , v 1 co , v 2 un , v x E c 1,1) , o v c N) , o v 1 un , s I GM A c 2 > , 1 N re- o o s, 
C********************•**************** 
C * •i [ A'H \ G Or· T' H t; I 'HE R ,~ A L V A R I A BL E S 
C**** .. • .. •••*•*****'******************* 
C* ALFA ... TH[ FACTOR F'OR C:JMJGPJG THE STEPLHlGTH * 
C * APP "" TH [ AR I T, l ME TIC PRE C IS I m,1 t 
C• HJLD "' f'R[VlnUSLY ACCEPTEE' STEPL.f:i',JGTl-l * 
C• 11:JLD "'f'RE.VIf1JSL,Y JSED DEGREE * 
C* RC!ECT.., '1UfH1EP or SJCCESSIVE STEP FA!L'.JRES * 
C• B .,. ;Wt ZEr'U f3 ... PARAMF:TERS nr THE SCflE>1E • 
C * C .. C .. p A RA ,1 ET Ef' 5 n r r He: s CHE~ l E * 
C• LA .. LAOiCH,•PAf~A 11ETERS OF THE SCHEME • 
C* il''AX ... ,1AXI 'AL STEPSIZES ,HTH RESPECT 1'0 ABSOLUTE STABIL.ITY t 
C* ErS • LOCAL ERRl'H? BOU 1'D * 
C* tt~P•Jq ""EST'l'lATEC1 LOCAL ERROR * 
C*****•***************************************************************** 
l '' T [ G f. P F: E J E. C i 
REAL LA 
C·! E JSHW BC2),CC12),LAC12),:1'1AX(2) 
C•**********~*•********************************************************* 
c * rr A L R r M'1 Y r 1' A s r n :.1 r P .JT Po p I r D u R Pl G A s I H3 s E Ju pi r c A LL , THE ~~ I -n r.: R • * 
Ct p J LAT f. /1 'J;) ['.: t: T LI RI l t 
C•**************•******************************************************* 
IF(I,;FlJCl).EJ.o.crn.x.LT.XE) GOTO 10 
C l\ L. L I : TE R 2 ('J, Y, Y l I V 2, Y XE , ( X.., XE) / H) 
C•********************************************************************** 
C * SC T T HE f '.; q U R F L. AG I F L A G E Q U A l TO Z l R O A •·JD I 1~ I T I A L 1 Z E A PR II DE T E R ~11 ~J E * 
C * T ! i [ q t. i. ! 11 A L D [ G ~ c [ i:; ,,J l i f J ~ F S p E, C T T (l I \! T £ ;~ rl A L 5 i A 8 ! L I T V 11 ! F' N E C l:; S S A ~ Y llr 
C* r ;TE~:wpr * 
C•******'*********************A***************************************** 
1 u 1 F'L.AG::u 
A 1"1 '.:'J: l 1 ,; E .. , 1 ,1 
CALL ·IAXrEG(T~L,A 0 R,IFLAG,INFO) 
1 F ( Tf L;, G • '" L • 2) G J T '.1 2 0 
*******'*****••~***************************************'*************** 
1r S L T T · ' '.: C __ h T P : 1 L V H .,, I <'. J L E ;, ;, [ J L C T A i ! D ; tn Lt'! F cJ R A C .1 \J T I ' J U l '~ G C A L L , A \ D * 
* r ; r r r I L 1 n .. : T ., l A ·r 1i. v 1 • , ,\ x * 
······~······~····•*****'*******'************'*****************•******* 
2 \: I ~ C T,, ~--. 1 t l ) • F : • 'J 1 "; c; T ;; 3 ;} 
, ~JF(T;::,j 
' '·~ X (1 ) :: :) • l S * ~ L' :. T (J '; F 1 ( ,) ) ) * F l.J' /1 i (l' 1 f'.' )( l '.\ )) / 5 l G I A (1 ) 
, , 't 'i ( 2 J = C:: • 2 :; ,. r- L ·~ ,_,, r ( T ! ~· ·1 r l ) ) * t Lr.,:,, r ( I· F ,, ( 11 ) ) /SIG" A ( 1 ) 
c; '; T 1 .;,· . 
5 
C**********************************~****t******************************* 
C• SET REJECT,HOLD AilD 4 FOR THE FIRST CALL, SET THE El.E"1ENTS INFO(!),* 
Ct ,~a,,,.,Q,13,14,15 EQUAL ro ZERO AND INFOC12) EQUAL TD z.ro PREPARE* 
C* T!lE FIRST STE.P EVALUATE F(V) At,ID SUBSTITUTE INTO DY,If NECESSA~Y * 
C• ESTI'1ATE THE SPECT~A~ RADIUS ANO CHECK FOR A FAILURE OF THE PO~ER * 





DO 40 11:4,q 
l1 0 pt F O (I ) Ill 0 
DO Se I=l3,15 
so P'rO er) =o 
FlF0(12):2 





6ii C □ 'iT IrWE 
CALL f(N,DY) 
14F0(7l=INF0(7)+1 
!F'C1tlF0(2),EQ.l) GOTO 70 
SJGMA(l)i=o. 
CALL PUwER'l(i,Y,Y1,VXE,DY,DY1,F,SIGMA,APR,IFLAG,INFO) 
IF'(lrLA(;.tJf..3) GDTu 70 
!~ET'JR'.J 
7 1) d ' 1 O'. ( 1 ) : 5 ,. 1 5 • F 1.. 0 A r ( I !ff O C 1 O l ) *FL. 0 A T ( I NF O (1 0 ) l / S I GM A C1 ) 
q ' 1 I, X C? ,=:2,. 2 q *FL.'1 ATC Lff O ( 11 ) ) •FL.OAT (I tJFO C 11) ) / S l GMA (1) 
CALL HSTAR1'C'l,Y,DY,VXE,F,TOL 1 APR,SIGMA(1),HMP•J,INFO) 
t-l::'1'll'J 
! i '.1 L r,:; !l 
(****'****'******•****************************************************** 
C * [i C TE R -., I ; ; E rt IE 0 E G ~EE , Ar ID I I r rJ EC CS SA R Y , C AL C UL. A TE THE P AR A ~.1 ET ER S OF * 
C* !'lf SCHE. 14 £ TO ~E USE') * 
C••••*********~**********•*************•******************************** 
A,., ;IJLO=I· 1FD(9) 
c ALL , 11rH1 E G c • 1, s r G ,, A c 1 , , r :-J F o , 
rr,p'n1cql.EQ. 11 nL'.)) G0Tn qo 
CALL PARA~(C,LA,B,I~F0) 
C•**********************************************************************. 
C * C i ! f C K Ir T HE. \ A X I 11 U • 1 ; HH f! ER OF E V ALU A. T I O •rn I S R (AC HE D , UP DA TE ti M I N • 
C• t:;C Ct,LC 1LATE' A S:1LJTir:1 t\T ll'.tH t 
C*****'*•*******~***************************************A*************** 
C 
11,,, lf:'(T,!r:1(7).,GC.,l"f'.J(3)) IFLAG::t 
I~ ( T f' L /1 r;., 'I [ • l ) G J TD 1 o v 
1 :· ,· 1 r (, 1 , Li. ; , .. ~ r,, J , 1 ·, x ·-1 = H 
CilL ';Tf.'.f'( 1,(,vl,Y2,YXE,JY,SY1 1 H,F,C,LA,3,l-Jf0) 
r·:~' 1 '13J;:I ,r:·)(1,J+-1 
1 1 F, , c ti ) = r ., F' ,1 c ;J ) + 1 
C•••••••*************'~************************************************* 
C• Tf T'lt. r··i?:·c[St; IS T' TH£ 5r4qf ,.,,,~AS[,S..-llfT T4E DATA.CHECK FOR THE * 
: * c __ , 1 r r 1, ! :" T r l~l: : ! r r ; , :.,,. r 1 R c E • s r t r s c ,_ 1 E ~ 1 E • r F r ~ F rJ ~ , r ~ ~1 r P o r :-~ r I s P A s st o • 
C• T T[~r',-'L:.rt A·.:-- "'[TJ::.'; * 
6 
C•****************************•***************************************** 
IF'(IrlFO(ll).GE,3) GOTO 110 
C ~LL SH If T Cr✓, V, V 1 , Y 2, V )( E, DY, 0 V 1, X, H OL. D, F, I NF O) 
Plf' C1 '14);; PU:-- 0 ( 14) t 1 
I ',Jr O ( 1 5 ) ; I 11 ~ 0 C 1 5 ) + l 
IF(l;lF'OC13).EQ 11 1) GOTO QQ 
I 'H~· O C q ) :: O 




C• CALCULATE THE LJCAL ERRORBOUND AND ESTIMATE TH! LOCAL ERROR• t 
c*********************************************************************** 
110 CALL E5TIMAC~,V,Yl,VZ,YXE,TOL,EPS,ERROR,lNFO) 
C**************•******************************************************** 
C• IF T4E E~ROR IS TOO ~ARGf FOR THE THIRD STEP AFTER START,TMEN RE• * 
C• START AT INITIA~ POI~T ~ITH H#H/10 • 
C*********~************************************************************* 









DJ 120 I:1,H 
Y(I)=:V2CI) 
PY(l);;Y(l) 
120 COt Tl'l!JE 
CA.LL F' U-1, OYl 
I 'IF O C 7) :i P.H,,O C 7) t1 
GJTO 8v 
C•********•****************••••••••••*********************~************* 
C * If' S TE P F" f\I LE D , C HE C K F-' t1 R A REE: ST I M A T I O 1,1 OF THE: SPEC T RA l R A D I US • I F * 
C• 'l[C[SSARY,CIIECK r-oq ~ FAIL.URE OF' POwERM AND UPDATE HMAX * 
c*********************************************************************** 
C 
130 !F(FlF'U(2).EU.1.0><.I'-lF0(15).tGl.o.oR.EPS.GE,ERROR) GOTO 150 
SIGMA(1l=o. 
C ALL r, CJ,~ f. R '.'l C 'l , Y , Y 1 , Y XE , f1 Y , DY l , f , SI GM A , APR, IF' LAG , INFO ) 
1 F ( Ir L A G II '·1 E: • 3 ) G.:, T C) 1 4 0 
PETUP'l 
140 ~~AXC1J:5.15*FLOAT(INFJ(lO))*FLOAT(!NFO(lO)J/SIGMA(1) 
H · 1 I, x c 2 ) = 2 ., 2 '? * r L n A r c I ff J c 1 1 ) , * ~ L o A r c I f i i::- C' c 1 1 ) ) / S I G ~, A C 1 ) 
C•• .. ••••**************************************************************** 
C • r ;\LC! I, AT I'." A i\J lY s TE :,'t L Fl Gr rl * 
C••***********************************•********************************* 
l S,; l'.1Lf'.>::: 1 i 
C ALL 'J [;,qi ( t. o S / ( R rn ;~, 1C' t,. f") 1 H, ;\ L. FA I W1 A)( 1 Lff fl ) 
C**************'******************************************************** 
C• IF r 1£ -,~b'ci f:.J !ALS 1 .\ if' T11E SiEPLUlGTH IS S'1IH.Lf)~ THAN THE 11AXI• * 
C A " /,l s H-T L l 1 G T i F '.) ;' :; ~ :;, f ~ 2 R E s E T T H C. cm(, E R * 
C•••••••*••••****~*******•******'*************************************** 
l F ( I ; r :7 ( l 2 ) • E q • 1 • <\ i r, • r' , L T • 1 1··1 t, X ( 2 ) ) I : ; F J ( 9 ) ::: o 
I r:· c J . ; r ,; c q ) 11 E :1. •J ) I : ~- J c 1 2 ) = 2 
7 
C*********'************************************************************* 
C* If STEP FAILED REJECT THE INTEGR4TION STEP.CHECK FOR THREE SUCCES• * 
(i!c SIVE fAILURES,A'JD,IF' '.JECESSARY,l"JTERPOLATE F'OR THE NEW sn;Pt..ENGTH * 
C• tft•••**************************************************************** 
1r:cfF'S.,GE 0 E:RROR) GOTO 170 
~EJECT=PEJECT+l 
t··!FO t5p::!",1F'0(5) +1 
rr:cREJ(CT.EO.l) 3,ro 160 
C .\LL I j I TE R l Pl , Y , Y 1 , Y ii! , JV 1 e F , AL. f' A , ! tff O ) 
G"'TO 8Q 
C••********************************************************************* 
C* RESET PlJECT,I~FO[I),I=&,g,12,11,1a AND THE STEPLENGTH FOR A * 
C• RESTART * 
C**************'*********•********************************************** 
16U PEJECi:.O 
I · .. 1 F O C o ) : I t, F' f1 C 6 ) + 1 
r ,Jroc~)BJ 
!'IF0(12)ii12 
1 :.J F O ( 1 3 ) ::; 0 
!\Jf".:'(14);;,() 




Ct F'I' 1i· CUT IF T:1E ORDE~ SHO:JLD CHANGE FROt·1 2 TO 1.ar,J EXIT OF THIS * 
Ct r'1ROGRA'1 PART I $110UL.') f\E ~ESET rri fFHXC2l.Ir THE ORDER HAS TO BE * 
c "' c ii A. : , GE fl r: no 1 2 r n 1 s Er I ',JI=' n c 9 ) :z o * 
C*********************************************************************** 
170 IF"(I;l~T!(lLl).LT.3,:JR.I 74F0(12).EQ,1) GOTO 180 
lF(HCL[, 3 i!£.,H'1AX(2),(JR.,'f 11 ~1E,H>HX(2)) GOTfl 180 
F 1FU(12);;.1 
C~LL E5T!MA(·J,Y,Y1,Y2,YXE,T □L,EPS,EPROR,I~FO) 
C,~Ll 'lUill(Fr"$/[PRJR,Hfll,.D,H 1 ALFA,WH1X,FJFO) 
IF(l\l.f'."A.,L!;,1,.) l'Ji='CJ(i2):i:::2 
· ! : ~~ ·1 !\ X ( 2) 
I'lfil(l4)::l.l"'1 
IF(I-:F 1J(12) 11 [,) 11 2) GOTn 180 
I 'J F n { <:> ) :::: 0 
C*************•*************************A******************************* 
(* :';:'!FT T !f; 01\lA * 
C•••~*******A*********************************************************** 
1':1; CALL S' 1If'i( 1 ',Y,Yl,Y2,YXf,DY,C1Y1,X,rtf1LD,F",! 1.1FO) 
f><'EJECT::u 
['lf:i'1(\il)::::;J ;rCJ(14)+1 
I ·~ F- ' 1 ( 1 5 ) ;::: I ' 1 f.' J ( 1 5 ) t l 
C•••A*'*•*********~*******•********************************************* 
C * C I : E C " r ,:: 9 ,\ h' E £ 3 T I " t, T I[1 'J ') F i r IE s t' E C T f( A L R A [) I us • I r \j E C E s s A R y , C H l C K * 
C* F2 JP /l. r:dLu'·:e: ·~F ["i'),'Ei:;" A'l() UPrJAlE d''AX * 
C*******'**'*********'****A*********************~*********************** 
r 
I. • ( I '. ~ ' ' ( 2'. ) 6 F 1 @ l • ~) ? e 'f · l f' '.i ( 1 5 ) e ' 1 f e 2 5 ) G U T J 2 0 0 
CL 1 _ ! " ),; L ,, i ( l, Y, Y t , Y X f. , "· Y , [: Y 1 , F, $ I G ' 1 A , A~ P , l F' LAG, ! ;,: r O) 
rr. c r1 u,i;.,,.[$3) c. ,,.., 1°,J 
: f T 11 :.· 1 
: 1 . . , , ,\ i, t 1 J :::: '1 $ t Cj * F L, 1 A. r c r 1 F ) c 1 ,) ) ) * F L, o A r c r • : F J c 1 o ) , 1 s r r.; 1 a , 1 ) 
I 'e•X(?)=c.:.2"•';."L ;,,rcr ;Fl(11 ))ti::LO/,T(! :F'J(l1))/SIGl'A(1) 
:••······ .. ·················································••***'******* 
8 
Ct IF XIS St1ALLER THAi XE CONTINUE THE INTEGRATlON,IF NECESSARY,IN• • 
C• Tt:Pr>nt .ATE FOR A CHMlGE OF H • 
C••********************************************************************* 
200 IFCX,GE.XE) GOTO 210 
lF'(H,'lE.IIOl,,D) CALL INTERl(N,Y,Y1,v2.ov1,F,AL.FA,INFO) 
l~CH,Nt.l!OL.D,OR,l\lF0(9) 1 EQ 1 0) GOTO 80 
GOTO qO 
C********** .. ************************************************************ 
C * I tlTE ~POL.ATE AT XE At•JO, IF NECESSARY, INTERPOLATE FOR A CHANGE OF H * 
C• BEFOqE RETURN . • 
C*************• ......... **************************************************** 
210 CALL I:lTERZCN,Y,Y1,Y2,YXE,CX•XE)/HOLD) 




S ~113 R Q UT HIE HS T AR T Ol , Y , 0 V , Y Xe: , F , TO L , APR , S I GM A , H , l NF O l 
C••********************************************************************* 
C• SU8HOUTI'l£ llSTART CAI.CUL.ATES THE IMITIAL. STEl'LENGTH * 
C*********************************************************************** 
C 
!~!t:E 4SIOtJ Y Ull, DY Oil, YXE CN), INFO ( 15) 
~)'.:I t:) !=1,'.J . 
YXE(l)~Y(I)+DV(I)/SIGMA 
l O C0 1lT!'!llE 








2 O C :'It,; T F!UE 
ETAT:TOL+TOL•SQRTCETAT/FLOAT(N)) 
ETAE;SQRTCETAE/f~OAT(N))/SIGMA+ArA 
HaSQRT(ETAT/ETAE)/SJGMA/10 9 0 
R1·H'AX:=INFO ( 11) 
•1 ET A; CO III O 3 td? MM AX t O • ti 4) tR MM AX tR MM AX 




S ,J a P Q UT HJ E PAR A' 1 ( C , LA , B, IMF O ) . 
C•••A••·······~··••***************************************************** 
Cir PA~A•~ DETERHI!IES THE PARA:-IETERS OF' THE 1NTEGRAT10~1 SCHEME, THESE * 
Ct PAPA4ETERS ARE EXPRESSIONS DEPENDING ON THE COEFFICIE~TS OF THE * 
C* STABJLITY POLY~O~IALS,WHICH ARE STORED IN THE ARRAY D, OURI~G • 
C• Tl!E START,I.E,I~ff0(13) IS O OR 1,THE l'ARAMETERS or A O"JE•STEP SCHE• * 
C• ME ARE DETERMINED. • 
C•********************************************************************** 
REAL LA 
DIMEilSI □:~ CC12),L.A(12),B(2),DC440),P(1:S),SC13l,INF'0(113) 




























~ATA O(bll,n(&2),D(&3),D(bqJ,D(b5),~(bb),DCb7J,D(b8) 1 DC&9), 














+ • C t r: ,; ) , 1J C 1 · 1 1 ) , l · C 1 ,, 2 ) , f' C 1 ,J 3 ) , : 1 ( l 1-> 4 ) , n C 1 J Ci ) , L~ ( 1 0 o ) , 1) t 1 o 1 ) , 
+ ;, ( 1 ; , i::; ) , 1_, ( 1 \! 1 ) , (: ( 1 1. \} ) , [1 ( 1 1 l ) , ." ( l t 2 ) , r, ( 1 l 3 ) , D ( 1 1 4 ) , D ( 11 5 ) , 
♦ , ' ( 1 1 t, ) , !) ( 1 l "'! ) , ;·, ( 1 1 B ) , n ( 1 ! Q ) , ·' ( 1 2 (; ) / 
+ 9 1 q l '·· h 1 3 Y 2 ) 6 o 8 J F,.. 1) l , • ,! 5 il 5 4 5 J 1,j ll 1'.j 145 /J 5 F t 0 D , • 3 91bq,49 3 3 5 4 ,5 f, BC ♦ () 0 , 





















+.1~54n2?6q38450E•OS, 1 5b743151456406E•07,,24q738&91b97b9E•09, 















1_: Ar A r, (17 7),:::, C 178 l, D (1 7q l, C' Cl 8 O), D (181), DC 182), !) C 1133), DC 184), 
+n(185),0(tB6),)ClB71 1 0(189J,8C189l,~(t90J,DC191) 1 D(l92J,DC193l, 
+f'(1°4) 1 D(lq5),)(1gb),n(t97),~(1q8),~(1Q9),DC200),0(201),DC202), 






+ .. • l /Jo r c 3 ,, 2 1 3 v 4 ~ 2 E • i.i 2, ... • 2 9 9 6 4111 3 o 4 b O OE'• O 4 , •, 2 1 3 4 3 BO 41 1561 3 E • 0 6, 
♦ -.~R~645lbl?9032Et00,•,17b10367098315E+oo,-.28260b76b~50QOE•01, 
••.153?2QS~Jt0336E•02,•,1b58b320l14212E•0q, •• 3986752Q42793SE•O&, 
••.lb22bbbS13510qE•09,•,580b45lbl2q032E+Oo,-.11qa35qo11qq11E+oo, 
•-.217ijl1d~2?b?ll6E•Ol,•,148!5?56q8Q918f•02,•.363010453~J729E•04/ 
., r A " t 2;: 1 ) , J c 2 ,, 3 ) , :, c 2 J ri ) , . 1 c 2 1 o l , o c 2 1 1 ) , [J c 2 1 2 , , o c 2 1 3 l , D c 2 t 4 l , 
~ (21S),:i(21~),:(217),r(21~),~(219),r.(220),DC221) 9 0(222),DC223), 
+ , ' ( 2 2 ·l ) , t) C 2 c:. S ) , ~·, ( 2 2 b ) , i , ( 2 2 7 ) , :" { 2 2 e ) , D ( 2 21 ) , Ci ( 2 3 0 ) , D ( 2 3 t ) , D ( 2 3 2 ) , 
•. · ( 2 3 5) , •°J ( 2 .} (l ) , ••• ( 2 3 5) , i ( 2 5 6) I 
t - • n :.) 3 s u u 7 S 5 J 7 7 r-: t. • 0 6 1 .... 2 6? 7 5 5 8 '4 5 t1 728 l E"" o 8, ... , o 26312 31 O 8 3 3 5 2 E • 1 1 , 
•••SP~h~Slbl?~, 132[+J0,•.t7396071238b7lft00,•.2Bo8413ti226SqJE•Ol, 
+ .. • 1 'Ll 3 ~>-P 5 ·:q 'J 1 •; 6 ~- .. U 2 1 ... • 5 l' I_\ 4 , 8 t;H) ll q ? q 9 3 E .., n 4 a .., , 7 9 1 3 7 7 7 3 12 b t, 1 P E • 0 il , 
&!JBi.iOTI-/Eti, Mil. THE c/.A f 1:0'.CH CH.THUM 
AMS fERfJ/\.M 
12 
+• 0 b737i75354772qE•OB,•,2958q252318bl2E•10,•,524lb294Db3507E•ll, 
•-.58064516129032E+o0, •• 1733qe7a3739q2Et00,•,280Q4727272007E•OI, 
+-.162~314353Z453E•02,•,45810065724231E•04,•,71155788003856E•O&, 
•••6~049U7274Bl40E•OB,• 8 3325Q35SQ15939E•10,•.923q2278190S22E•13, 
•-.10~?514796Bg57E•t5,-.sBo6astbt29032E+oo,•.171441733770D9E+oo, 
+•.2AJ1SOQ2Q3851BE•01,••1b15722237lb33E•02,•.4&22772Q829057E•OU, 
••.754792223LJ5540£•06,• 8 7489a835017511E•08,•,4S979053S35837E•10/ 
~ATA D(237),)C236) 6 0(239),DC240),0(24ll,D(242J,DC2Q3),D(2q4J, 
+'. 1 (2~5) 1 D(2q6),DC247),D{2qB),D(2U9),D(250),DC251leDC252J,DC253), 
+)(2541 1 0(255),0C25b),DC257),D(2S8) 1 D(259),DC2bO1,DC2bll,DC2&2), 
+>C2631,D(2~Q),D(2&5),D(2b&)/ 
••.17u6u1377qo770E•12,•,l50566&30BbSQ7E•15,• 1 30b2B886bl619tE•18, 
♦ -.sBv645l6129032E+oo,-.173002B4lb62q4Et00,•,2732B009024214E•Ol, 
+•.15JSo021545fl51E•o?,•,41367~53292114£•04,•,b588428q78001~E•Ob, 
+• 1 b5536146317341E•08,••420910251593&4E•l0,••174790770S6l17E•12, 
+• 4 Q5368406820198E•15,• 0 &bQ28703208412E•18,•,428U431llSS752E•21, 
+-.s~064516129O32E+oo,-.1122QJ6b9&oqs4E+oo,•.2Saooa123a1s14E•O1, 
•-.1ASQbl7QijJo420E-02,.,s9q7&97B73o9o6E•04,•.llo9o56~9u5JS9E~os, 

















~ATA 8(297),0(2~8) 1 D(29Q),D(300) 1 D(301),D(302J,D(303),D(304), 
+ ,-, C 3 ,_l 5 ) , D ( .3 c 6 ) , D C 3 D 7 ) , D C 3 O 8 ) , D ( 3 O 9 } , D ( 3 1 o ) , D C 3 1 1 l , D C 3 12 ) , D C 31 3 l , 
♦ fJ(314),0(J15),~f31bl,~(317),r(31B),D(31a),DC32Ol,DC32l),DC322l, 
+n(323) 1 0(32qJ,~(325),D(326)/ 
+.5b5714B7882S~sr-10,.t580&451612903Et01,.l4642B32Q35319F+01, 
+.2JQS62131Ul730E+oo,,l l50Q56bl07375E•01,.31097Q88tb3B28E•03, 
+.1S630°8b133302(• □ S,.3707q641130883E~o7,,15682590°50lq4E•09, 
•.?b933430D355~8E~t2,.156064Slb12Q05EtOl,,l4bl7213b4l83bEt01, 
+ 0 ''~4R4b53211JlftOU, 0 11Sl&Ulb747709E•01,,317B4o148705~8E•03, 
+- • 11 q 1 167 2 (; u ']• 7 O ,_) '.) i::- • 0 5, • ~ q 5 2 8 1q6(\80 i4 8 l E.., 1-H, • 2 3 5 0 5 3 2 8 3 31 l q 3 E • O 9, 
+.b~17~116493Bn~E•12,.71230~38lb63BSE~l5,,1580b~51&12903f+U1, 
+ • l ·J 6 l 7 o /_j 3 1 11 Li 152 r: + n l , , ? 11 'l 1 2 no f 8 4 ~ 8 4 E + O O , 1 1 1 /:\ o 5 L, 5 b 2 d 8 C 2 ll E • o 1 , 
+.~SJ~r7J3qoJ47QE•03,.S1414235?D3880E•OS,.530i8U8bU3Ull1E~o7, 
•.3\ 1 75~501°1103E-oo,.1226a0S738675UE•11,,251A1Db4O3672UE•l4/ 
, ~ r t r, C -~ 2 7 ) , ;_> C 3 2 1 ) , 'i ( 3 2 ~ ) , i · ( 3 3 o ) , !"' ( 3 3 1 ) , ~' ( 3 3 2 ) , n ( 3 3 3 ) , D r 3 ; 4 ) , 
+- (535),0(536),r (337),D(338),nr339),D(34O),G(341},DC342},Df3U3l, 
+ - ( 3 a _,.; ) , ') ( ., ! c; ) , , ( 3 ~ 6 1 , r · ( ) '! 7 ) , L · ( 3 lJ 8 ) , r, ( 3 4 o ) , l' ( 3 S C' ) , D ( l 5 t ) , f\ ( 3 5 2 ) / 
t • ? 1 q 77 t-1 I o ,) 7 'f., 1 ;j F .. 1 7, • 1 5 HJ bi.JS lb 1? I'.') fJ 3 £ t O 1 , 11 1 4 6 3 3 2 S 4 2 2 3 0 8 1t- t O l , 
+ • 2 _ '7 l 6 5 B 71 c· 3 5 i/1 [ + r, U , , 1 1S79 !,j S 4 5 SU 2 ; 9 F"' n 1 , e l 2 8 S 7 3 u 5 5 2 Q (, 0 8 e.., l_\ 3, 
+" • ,:; • !.l 5 Q 3 R? .; 1 S 7 :i ,ff .. l S , •So S7 1 ·-n 7 5 1 ° 2 ° ll f. .. 0 1, e 31t;<4S(_;H36 9 2 4 1J OE .. t1 9 e 
t • 1 r. t 1 1 . · 11 5 qr)" 3? 5 F .. ! 1 , • 11 2 .~ P 1 Y 1 e 7 7 b 1 ob [ ... 1 4 , • fd 6 tJ St\ 3 2 6 8 5 i.l 1 4 c"" 1 7 , 








UATA 0(353),DC354J,DC355),D(35&),D(357),D(l58) 1 0(3S9),D(3b0), 
+DC3bl),D(3b2),DC3b3),DClbq),D(3b5l,D(lbo),D(3b7),D(lo8),D(3o9), 
t0(37oJ,D(371),Df372J,D(373),DC374),0C37SJ,OC]7b),D(377),DC378) 1 
+~C319) 1 0(380),D(381),0(382),DC383),0(J5U),D(38S) 1 D(38&),DC381), 
+DC388) 1 D(38q),D(390),D(391),DC39i),D(393),DC39q),0(395),DC39~), 
+D(]Q7),D(398J,DC399),D(4-00),0(401) 1 D(402)/ 
+1.,1,,.s, 
+1.,1,,u,s,b330408S,E•09,1,,1,,0,5,7q0273S8.E•09,3708qz54,f•lO, 
+1,,1 1 ,0,5,85b0557S,E•09,5b773923,E•10,1275871o,E•11,1,,1,,0,5, 
t8q018Q9b,E•09,679Q7003,E•10,2314322b 1 E•11,2898388,E•1Z,1,,11,0,5, 
+91025408 0 t•Oq,7~822425,f•10,30So7580,E•11,b07200l,E•12, 
+~o7q323,E•14,1,,l,,O,S,923o8224,E•09,7933S42b,E•10 1 358U9723,E•11, 
+8~l'01b1,E•12,11108474,E•14,5b48779,E•1b,1e,1,,0 1 5,93176q48,E•09, 
+824S1157,E•10,39b8034S,E•11,11000301,E•12,175523~7,E•14/ 
CltA D(Q03),DC404),D(405),0(40b),D(U07),DC408) 1 D(40Q) 1 0(410), 
+D(411),D(ij12),DC413l,DC~14),DC415) 1 D(Qlb),OC417l,D(418),D(41q), 
+D(420) 1 D(421),D(422),D(423),DC424),DC425J,D(42b) 1 0(427),DC428), 










c; c, r: n~ = r N F o c 1 2 ) 
i:r ffrJC9) 
IF"CT'!~JCll).LT.2) GOT') 50 
1 l = 1 7 6 * C CJ P [' f R.., l ) t ·1 * ( ~·h l ) 12.,. 3 
• 1 2=86+''1 
-; <!z;l t 1 
!)'.:' 1C J=l, " 1 
'~1FJ:'~1tJ 
·• 2P .J:::•!2+J 
P(.J)::f_'l(t-'lPJ) 
S(J);:;0(~2PJ) 
1 '} C 1:l · ; T I ' : : 1 E. 
1 ► e\, G T • 2 ) G :J T ,} 2 0 
P ( '➔): 0 • 0 
S ( ,j):; 0 II 0 
~, ,J 0' ') := 1 • 3 7 5 • • o *FL .J AT ( r' PDE~ -1 ) 
~:P(2)t2e0*[•P(3)•"(~)t~(4)] 
C ( ' ) :::: Cl/:: L' .. ( CL'~)- ::l , S 1 Ir, J) * * 2) / C 2 , + E ) 
LA. (,.) ~ 1 • ,J / "· :' •C e•) 
Ll.(' .. J):S(3)/LA( !) 
(( •1):P(3)/1..Ac ►') 
·., ( 1 );:;(!'(2)•C (' 1 ) )IL.A(") 
':(2):P(l) 





;_,ci lJ{I J:1,"1-1 
.:P2 11 J::Ht2•J 
'·' C:, 1 ~ l J ;: I '. ♦ 1 • J 
C C J ) : P C MP 2 '. 1 J ) / S UH" p• J ) 
L A C J ) : S C t1 P 2 f-1 J ) / S ( ~ P 1 ~1 J ) 
l.l,J COt,TP.!L.1E 
RE'TUFrJ 
50 ' 11;;352+1'1*('+1)/2•3 
i: ;1. t4 t 1 






LAC 11 )aS(l) 
~-11.111: 11-1 
DtJ 70 J:1,:rn 
•~ r> 2HJ:H +2•J 
H0111J~i'+l•J 
L ~ ( J) : S C: 1 P 2 ~• J) / S l '1 P 11·1 J) 
CCJ).;O 
7J CC'' T FHIE 
PET1m 1J 
E. , l (, 
15 
S :) f1 ROUT I t .1 E PO t,J E ~ M Ol , V , Y1 , Y XE , 0 V , DY 1 , F , S I G ~~ A , APR , IF" LAG, INF' O) 
c***~*~***************************************************************** 
C * Ir (Fj t.: ;Tr~ Y S ! G 11 A Ci ) :: 0 PO HER M CO r,1 PUT ES AN EST! MA T ION OF THE SPEC TR.. * 
C:A- AL RA.()IUS Of THE JAC:uB!AN BY MEANS OF AtJ ADJUSTED POWER METHOD.THE t 
Ct ITEPATIO~ IS STOPPED IF TWO SUCCESSIVE ITERATES DIFFER RELATIVELY * 
C• LESS THAil O.,i}U1 • Ti!E ;;ip1 I'"'AL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IS S 0 IF THE COMPkl• * 
C• TATin 1 1 L:.!L) flOT SUCCEED WITHPJ 50 ITERATIOMS AN ERRORMESSAGE IS GIV• • 
C* E'I.AS A SAFETY MARGI~,T~E LAST ITERATE IS ENLARGED WITH 10 PERCENT, * 
C* f\lE RESULT IS STr1RED Pl SIGMA(l), t 
C• * 
C t I F O 'l E :JT R Y S I G '1 A ( 1 ) NO T EQUAL S O POWER M PERFORMS THREE I TERA T I O ~ S * 
C• '.•JITH THE. ADJUSTED POWER METHOD.IF THE THYRD ITERATE rs MORE THAN 10 11r 
C* PERCEt1T S11AL.LER TllAtl SJGMfd2),THE ITERATIQr\l 15 CONTINUED AS If 11r 
C* SIGM~(l)=o.IN THIS CASE THE THIRD ITERATE IS STORED IN SIGMA(2), * 
C• • 
C* TrlE "LfrJ(P M£Til0D REQJIPE:S THRc.E WORK ARRAVS 11 WE: USE YXE,DY ANO DY1, t 
C• ;,Jif[RE DY M~fl DYl ARE OVER1t!RITTE\J 11 0~-J e:~HRV Or THIS ROUTINE DY AND ~ 
C• DY1 C0 1HAIN F'(Y) AT Y;;Y(X) AND Y:==YCX•H),RESPECTIVELV 1 THUS ON EXIT 11r 
C* or T ➔ IS ROUTI'lE THO EXTRA EVALUATIONS OFF ARE NECESSARY FOR RESTO• !1r 
C * ")If} G n~ [ ri E ru VAT IVE s. * 
C• * 
C* r:irs (PDE USES THE coc SYSTEM SUBPROGRAMS RMJSET AND RANF,GENE• * 
C * R A T Fl G :~ A i l DOM V AL U f. S FROM THE HJ TE RV A L [ 0 , 1] • T HE A R GUM EN T OF R A NF' t 
C * ! ~ DJ :1 11Y A r,i D ! G '·JORE D • RANS ET Hl! TI AL l Z E $ TH F GENER AT I VE VAL !J E Of RAN F * 
C•••••••• .. •***********************************************************~• 
C 
D r : 1 r.: i : s I O r j y Cl) , y 1 ( / J) , y X E UJ ) , D y ( hj ) , D y 1 (iJ) , s I G ;•l A C 2 ) , PJ f O ( 1 s ) 
EEAL ·.liJ~,1,/10fF10 
Ir:'(Jffil(2) 11 E().5) HJF'OC2}:.q 
I ·,Jr n c 1 s l .rn 




'.' J 1 u ! = l , l 
rUH:: 2. * r~ A: ff c I:, u ·n ""1 • 
YXF (!) ;:DY ( I) 
IF(Y(IJ.EG.u.o) DY(I)=RAtTOLLIP 
l~(Y(I).'.!E.o,0) OY(!):Y<l)•Cl 11 0+TOL.LIP*RA) 
~,v1 (I)::;DY(I) 
sn:S0+tYCI)tJY(I) 
1..1 c1 :TI'LJE 
FJ ,, '"J =:To LL Ir 1t S :J QT ( Sn ) 




i' :~ 7 ._i ~I:::: 1 I s 1 
lf:"(W.LT.Sl) cnrr, 2,) 
rr:·LtC:=3 
:: ET l; 







''Qt~•:1;:;SORT C SO) 
SIGrlt:SIGM 
s r Gr1;::;'JOR'l11-10R~o 
[F(K.E1.3.AND.aIG~AC1),EQ,o,o) SIGMA(2)•SIGM 
lF(K 1 Lt.2.0q 1 SIG~A(1).EQ,O,O) GOTO 40 
!FCSlGP,GE,O,'h·SIGMA(2)) GOTO 80 
S!GilA(2):;SIG>! 
$ I G .,i A C 1 l ;; O • 
tH IF(ACS(Stt,:1t•SlG'l)/SlGf1,GT ,0,001,0R,K,LE,4) GOTO 50 
s r r; HA c 1 > = 1 • 1 * s I G ·~ 
Gorr:1 Bo 
Sv D':l 60 I=l,fl 
60 Y~ECI)~OYCI)tCYXECI)•OYlCI)l/SIGM 









!F'CLJF"JC13).'lE 1 0) GOTO 100 
1 o v l J 1 l O I ::: 1 , ~1 
11D C·Y1(1);::;'f'1(1) 




3' IBr~L)•JT l t!E MAXOEG ( TOL, APR, I Ft..A·G, INFO) 
C••••••••••*****••••••••••***************************************•••**** 
C * L l •,i A XO EC THE 1 I A X l "'1 AL. 0 E GREE S 111 I TH RESP EC T TO THE t NT ERNA I.. S TAB I L I • • 
C * TY CO· tn IT IO;~ ARE COMP .J TEO , I F ONE Or THESE M 4 X IM AL DEGREES FALLS * 




C f'.'1 E; l SI O t J '1 C 11) , 1 ·,1 F O (1 5 ) 
DATA 0(1),QCZl,0(3),QC4l,Q(S),Q(b),Q(7),0C6),Q(q),Q(10),QC11)/ 
+3,Et,1,E2,7,E2,4,E3,3,E4,2,ES,9 1 ES,S 1!b,3,E7,2,E8,1,E9/ 
EsTOL/APR 
{)0 10 !=2,12 
J&:13•1 
Jr(C(J),LE,E) GOTO 20 
1 O CJrHI11UE 
I~L.AG=2 
RETUHN 
2 fJ I ',If O C 1 o > ;;: t 4 • I 
no 3u 1=2,12 
Jt:13•! 
IFC100,0•G(J),LE 1 E) GOTO QO 
lO C!'.1 lTI' 1UE. 
JFLAG•2 
r;:E TUR\l 
!JO I'JFO(J l);:;ttt•I 
f~Er1rn 1 1 
E ·.1u 
18 
S:JHROUTHJE.. MIMDEGCll,SIGMA, P,IF'O) 
C•~••••*********************•••••••••******•••~••••••••••************•** 
C• ~I'IDEG DETERMl~ES T~E ~INIMAL DEGREE M WHICH STILL GIVES RISE TO A * 
C• STABLE PJTEGRATIO:l STEP, * 
C•••••••••********t*******************•••••••••*•*•*•******************* 
~>Tt 1E:1s10;1 I'·JF0(15) 
UlG!CAL. START 
UUNF'0(12)tq 
;..!',I AX;; I UFO Cl.) 
START=I~roctl),LT.2 
!F(.tlOT ,START) 8ETAC;:;S,15+2.8b•FLOATCt•IMFOC12)) 
DO 10 ~:s2,•n~AX 
R ~::: ,-,1 
lFtSTART) BETAC•0,03•R~+o,qu 
IF'(H 1 U.: 1 BETAC•FH~1rR~l/SlGMA) GOTO 20 
1{i C O iJ T Pl iJ E 





S J ;:, f? n t IT Hi E. ST f P C <l, Y, Y 1 , Y 2, Y X t, C' Y, DY t , H, ~ , C, LA, G, I r..i F" O) 
C•••••••••~************************************************************* 
C • S T £ ° C O i T t, ! i ! S T' ! E AC T t J A L. I '✓ l E GR A TD R , F' 0 R CO ~JV E ~ · 1EY Cf , t HE ONE"' S T E f' * 
C• SCHF'!f.: IS .Al,S:.J rrr:: 1~u1..ATED AS A THREE•ST[P SCH(r,j[ e.v H~TRODUCH;G ZE.• * 
C• Q,_J .. PA;:;.A TffJ-~S,!".l'l EXIT OF Tf•lS RQUTFiE THE 1·l[lt! CALCULATED SOLUT!O"i * 
C * VE C T '.! r;, IS C f_H-1 TA I t,i f;:f) I ··l Y XE, * 
C••••••••••••*********************************************************** 
C 
f~ (AL. L!, 
L,f 'f.'.SIO! f('l),Yl( Jl 1 V2(h) 1 YXf(t!),DY("1),l)V1U!) 1 
•LA ( 1 2) , C C 1 2) , P ( 2) , I'· F O (15) 
··:!'lf0(9) 
c\ ;:q • 3 7 S • , t> * r L n AT ( I . : r O C 1 2 ) "" 1 l 
!F-"(! 0 :r:-1c1:s).LT.?) D:.l.O 
2'1 1:J rc1,·1 
1 ;) f X t. ( l ) :: DY C I) 
!F' C 'i • EJJ, 2 ) GOT:; 4 0 
··"H:t!•? 
J'l 30 J=1,"1 
•1C::1!AC(J) 
.i LA=; i *LA CJ) 
;::J ?u 1=1,·; 
YXf Cl);;;Y(I)t;!C•f'IYt (I)+ !LA*YXE(l) 
?'J cn·:rr· i_!f 
CALL F"('-,,YXE'J 
1 · 1 F 0 (7 ) = Pi r " c 7) + 1 
3,) c 1 ,r r 1: 1E 
;J ,i : '( J : L' < 1 ) 
,...••11:1 ,o ... t; 1 1 
·~:;- 1t((Vi•1) 
'LA:'1•LA("•1) 
·_; ~, 5 i, I ::: l , ' : 
,) I : 1 • •L' 
;:• 11:~(2)*t1 
:1 q1=Cl.•r<(.:?))tC 
· c :: , 1 • r v· ) • · · 
!·L,\:1'1<LA(,~)*D 
CtLL r·c··•,YXE) 
1 ln:(7):l 1Ff'1(7)+1 
:.i; Yl'f (I):: ➔· 1 1 l*YCI)+~·•t•Yl (l)+ril*Y2(I)+dC*fY1 (l)+:iU,•YXE(I) 




5:_lf;P0t1TINE. ESTP1A UJ, Y, Yt, Y2, YXE, TOL., EPS, E:RROR, INFO) 
C••••******************************************************************* 
C • EST l r1 A CAL CI J LATE S T !➔ E LOCAL ERP OR BOUND E PS II C 1 ♦ NORM ( V ) ) •TO L F' OR THE • 
C• urxc~ ERROR TEST ANO ESTI~ATES THE LOCAL ERROR ERROR, * 
C*********************************************************************** 
r:P1EdSIOrl Y(\l),Yl('n,v2ui),YXE(N),I"'lf0(15),CONST(2) 
1 \ITEGEf? ORDER 
C ~ ,,i S T C 1 ) ;; 2 • 8 S 
CO\ISTC2)i=:o.49 
ORDl:R•INF0(12) 
EPS:=o • 0 
~DROR:tJ.O 
IFCOPDEk,E~.2) GOTO 20 















E 0 POf-':Cu;JS T ( ORDEP.) •SQPT CE RROR/f LOA TC N)) 
21 
SUBPOUT I tJE. Nt;Wrl C f;"SERR, HOLD, 11,'Al.FA, W1AX, I NF O) 
C••*******~***********************•************************************* 
C• '!t;1•1'"l CIEL.IVERS A ~1E~1 STEPLENGTH ANO THE FACTOR AL.FA BV WHICH THE * 
c * STEPLE 1-JGTH 1 s c dA t<!GEo, EP se:qp DENOTES EPS/ERROR, • 
C•••••••••••************************************************•••• .. •****** 
C 
C 
n t n E q s Ion r w Ax c 2 > , pi r o Cl s , 
I \I TEGER ORDER 
ALFA;;1,0 
IF'(Irff'OC14),GE,3,0R,EPSERR,LE,1,0) GO'TO 10 
RE TU Rt,! 
10 O~DfR ■ INF0(12) 
ALFA;EPSERR••C1,/FLnAT(OROERt1))/C2,0•fLOATCORDER•l)t0,4) 
!FCALFA,GT,o,o,ANJ,ALfA,LT,1,1) ALFAal,O 
IF(JLFA,NE,1,0) GOTO 20 
qETUW.J 
20 1rcALFA,GT,3,0) ALFA13,0 
IFCALFA,LT,0,1) ALFA;0,1 
HllHOL.D•ALFA 





S I G WJ UT I, l E 1 'HER l Pl, Y, Y 1 , Y 2, DY 1 , f", ALF A, LJ F' 0) 
C•********************************************************************** 
C* l'JTERl C0' 1PUTES VALUES rOR Y(X•AI..F'A•H) AND YCX"'2*ALFAtH) FROM Y(X), * 
C * '(( X ... H ) M\1 Y C X.., 2 H ) B Y fl U A ? R A T I C I NT ERP O L A T ! D i--1 , A ND C O ~1? lJT E S T !>i E OE R 11111 * 
C • Iv AT IVE AT X • H 6 V CAL. L HJ G F' • t 
C••********************************************************************* r, If" E'. '. l SI O tJ Y C t,J) , Y 1 C ·D I Y 2 ( '4) , !) Y 1 ( t~) , IN f' 0 C 1 S) 
RE AL :it! 
:✓ U:i::2, -ALF A 
C 1 2 :t ('~ u- l • ) * Ci I U"" 2. l / 2. 
C 1 1 :; 1 , U * C 2 • ... r.1 U ) 
c1c:1;u.cr u ... 1,,12. 
:•' U: 2 11 ""2 11 * A I..F' A 
C 2? :t Cl U• 1 • ) * e I U"' 2 • ) I 2 • 
C21s,1\l"A(2 11 ••dJJ) 







Y2CI)=C22tCY2 ➔ C21tCYl+C20•CYO 
10 C'_1::r1i111t 
CtiLL FU,!,L,Yl) 
I 'IF O ( 7) = I :4 F IJ ( 7 ) t 1 
! 'i F O ( 1 q ) ;: tl 
r:'.[ j i_! r~ r I 
E •-Jc, 
23 
s :) 1i RO 1) TI [ l E I ;J Te: R 2 ( \J, y, y 1 , y 2, y Xe:, A) 
C••••••••*****************~********************************************* 
C* IfHER2 C0' 1PUTES THE SOLUT!Ot! AT THE OUTPUT POINT XE;;X111A1rH BY QUAD• * 
C• PArIC I:lTERPOI..ATION 1:H;TWE.EtI Y(X),Y(X .. H) A ►-m Y()(•2rn,nie: RESULT IS * 
C* STORED ItJ YXE, * 
C•*************~******************************************************** 
D IM E tJ SI O 1l Y 0,1) , Y 1 (;J) , Y 2 ('-J) , Y XE ( N) 
REAL ~!I! 
HUr:2,•A 
C 1 2:: (': U ... 1 ., ) • C I~ u .. 2 , ) / 2 • 
C 11 ::jJiJ* (2 • •N:J) 
c 1 o = 1-J, J * nu"" 1 • > 12 • 







C• SHIFT SflIF'TS THE X A.ND Y VARIABLES ANO COMPUTES F(Y(X+H)) * 
C•••••••••~***********************************************************•• 
D ! M f; ~SI O tJ Y U J) , Y 1 C 'I l , Y 2 C N) , Y XE C N) , 0 Y C N) , DY 1 HD , I NP O C 15) 
')0 lU I=1,N 
Y2(I):Vl(I) 
YtCI)=VCil 
Y(I)~VXE(l) 
DY! CI)::;OY(I) 
DY(I)aYCl) 
10 CCPJTI~PJE 
CA.LL F'(N,DY) 
I~J0(7)•INF0(7)+1 
XIIX+H 
RE TUR•~ 
E' 1D 
